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The two-point correlation function ξ(r) is defined as a measure of the excess 
probability dP, over a random occurrence of finding a galaxy in a volume 
element dV at a separation r from another galaxy. where n is the mean number density 

of the galaxy sample in question. 

In a strongly clustered population, 
if you find a galaxy it is highly 
probable that you find another 
galaxy close to it. 
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In a random distribution, the 
probability to find a galaxy in one 
place or another, is independent. 
Their positions are not correlated.

dP = ndV
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 The two-point correlation function 
traces the amplitude of clustering as 
a function of physical scale 
(clustering depends on scale!)

dP = n[1 + ξ(r)]dV

dP = n[1 + ξ(r)]dV

Previous class: The two-point correlation function



Observations indicate that ξ(r) is 
well described by a power-law: ξ(r) = ( r

r0 )
−γ

correlation length
slope (typically 1.8)

r0
γ
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γ = a

Strong clustering at small scales and 
weak clustering at large scales.

Effect of the correlation length: Effect of the slope:

Higher clustering implies a higher ξ(r) 
and therefore a higher r0

To measure it we counts pairs of galaxies as a 
function of separation and divides by what is 
expected for an unclustered distribution.

Previous class: The two-point correlation function
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If you have 
2D positions   

Angular correlation 
function ω(θ)

Assumptions about 
the z distribution

Fit the measurement 
to get A and β

Get r0, γ

(Integrated over all the redshift space)

If you have 
3D positions   

Projected correlation 
function ω(R)

Fit the measurement to 
get 

(Integrated over a narrow redshift space)

r0, γ

Previous class: The two-point 
correlation function



This class: Observational constraints of the 
clustering of different populations

Large surveys are required to measure the correlation function. 

Review of current observational results and clustering 
measurements (in multiwavelenght).

State of the art: What has been done so far?

The dependence of clustering on galaxy properties. 



Galaxy redshift surveys (in optical wavelengths)

Although 2D positions can be used to compute clustering, 
redshift information is crucial for a more precise measurement.
Large efforts have been done to obtain galaxy catalogs that 
include redshift information. 
Most of the work at optical wavelengths.

Galaxy Redshift Surveys
In order to properly characterize the distribution of galaxies, we need 
information in 3D; this is provided by galaxy redshift surveys.

First galaxy redshift surveys were constructed by Gerard de Vaucouleurs  
and collaborators in 1950-1970s. 

�gg(r) =
�

r

r0

��1.8

r0 � 5.4h�1Mpcwith

The first redshift survey appropriate for measuring clustering of galaxies 
was the CfA survey of Huchra & Geller; This data set was used by Davis & 
Peebles  (1983) to measure the galaxy auto-correlation function:

“correlation length”

de Vaucouleurs

Representative Redshift Surveys
1985 CfA ~2,500

1992 IRAS ~9,000
1995 CfA2 ~20,000
1996 LCRS ~23,000

2003 2dFGRS ~250,000
2009 SDSS ~930,000

The last 30 years have seen a dramatic increase in 
data, culminating with the completion of the Sloan 
Digital Sky Survey. Currently, we have accurate 
measured redshifts for well over one million galaxies.

ASTR 610: Theory of Galaxy Formation © Frank van den Bosch:  Yale

(Taken from the Frank van den Bosch’s lectures)

Distribution of galaxies from the CfA survey carried out in the 1980s

Geller and Huchra 1989

Distribution of galaxies from the SDSS

DR7

2019      SDSS (DR16)   ~2,600,000 



SDSS Sky Coverage

Spectroscopic coverage in Equatorial coordinates (DR16)
SDSS covers ~14,500 deg2



The dependence of clustering 
on galaxy properties

Spoiler:

The two-point correlation function depends on galaxy properties.

(at a fixed redshift)

More luminous
Optically red
Early-type
Bulge-dominated 
Higher stellar mass 
Low sSFR

…galaxies are more clustered than the…

less luminous
optically blue
late-type
disk-dominated 
lower stellar mass 
higher sSFR

galaxies



This implies that more luminous galaxies 
reside in more massive dark matter halos 

than less luminous galaxies

More luminous galaxies show a stronger 
correlation function than less luminous galaxies

Projected correlation function for galaxies in 
SDSS at different absolute magnitudes ranges.


The correlation function increases with 
increasing galaxy luminosity.


The increasing is stronger for brighter samples.


The slope of the correlation do not change 
strongly with luminosity.
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Figure 6. Projected correlation functions for volume-limited samples corresponding to different luminosity-bin samples (left) and luminosity-threshold samples (right),
as labeled. Error covariance matrices are computed from jackknife resampling as described in the text. The error bars shown are the square root of the diagonal
elements of these matrices. For visual clarity, only a subset of the threshold samples is plotted.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Figure 7. Bias factors for the luminosity-bin samples (left) and the luminosity-threshold samples (right). Filled circles show bias factors defined by the ratio of the
measured wp(rp) to the dark matter wp(rp) predicted for our fiducial cosmological model over the range 4 h−1 Mpc ! rp ! 30 h−1 Mpc. Open triangles show
the bias factors defined by this ratio for the single radial bin centered at rp = 2.67 h−1 Mpc, as done previously by Z05. In addition to the luminosity-bin samples
shown in Figure 6, the left panel includes bg(L) points for the half-magnitude bins −21.5 < Mr < −21.0 and −22.0 < Mr < −21.5. Open circles show the bias
factors inferred from HOD modeling as described in Section 3.3; the statistical errors on these estimates are smaller than the points, and we omit them for visual
clarity. In the left panel, the dotted curve is a fit to projected correlation functions in the 2dFGRS, bg/b∗ = 0.85 + 0.15L/L∗ (Norberg et al. 2001), where we take
b∗ ≡ bg(L∗) = 1.14 to be the bias factor inferred from the dark-matter-ratio estimate in the −21 < Mr < −20 luminosity bin (L ≈ L∗, defined to correspond to
Mr = −20.5 here), and the dashed curve is a modified fit to SDSS power spectrum measurements, bg/b∗ = 0.85 + 0.15L/L∗ − 0.04(M − M∗) (Tegmark et al.
2004). The solid curve is the fit in Equation (10). In the right panel, the solid curve is the fit to the HOD model bias factors, Equation (9). The points locations on the
magnitude axis correspond to the bin center (left) and threshold magnitude (right). Small horizontal offsets have been added to points for clarity.

Mr = −22, we have also divided the −22 < Mr < −21 bin into
two half-magnitude bins and computed bias factors separately
for each. The open circles, discussed further in Section 3.3,
show large-scale bias factors derived from HOD model fits to
the full projected correlation functions (“HOD bias factors”;
computed at the mean redshift of each sample).

In agreement with previous studies (Norberg et al. 2001;
Tegmark et al. 2004; Z05), bg(L) is nearly flat for luminosi-
ties L ! L∗, then rises sharply at brighter luminosities.16

16 For the Blanton et al. (2003c) luminosity function, the characteristic
luminosity L∗ of the Schechter (1976) luminosity function fit corresponds to
Mr = −20.44.

Dotted and dashed curves in the left panel show the empiri-
cal fits to bg(L)/bg(L∗) proposed by Norberg et al. (2001) and
Tegmark et al. (2004), respectively, where we take as bg(L∗) the
“DM-ratio” bias factor estimated for the −21 < Mr < −20 lu-
minosity bin using the large-scale wp(rp) ratio. The Norberg
et al. (2001) form appears to fit our measurements better,
but the differences between the curves only become large for
the −18.0 < Mr < −19.0 sample, where the single-rp and
DM-ratio bias factors differ noticeably, and where the tests dis-
cussed in Section 3.2 below suggest that cosmic variance fluc-
tuations are still significant. The HOD bias factors are in good
agreement with the “DM-ratio” ones.
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(Zehavi et al. 2011)

700,000 galaxies over 8,000 deg2, up to z~0.25

(see next lecture)

(Brigther)

(Fainter)



Optically red galaxies show a stronger 
correlation function than optically blue galaxies

Spatial distribution of galaxies in SDSS, color 
coded as a function of their rest-frame color.


Red galaxies are more preferentially located in 
overdense regions (filaments) whereas blue 
galaxies are more distributed over space.



Optically red galaxies show a stronger 
correlation function than optically blue galaxies

Projected correlation function for red and blue galaxies in SDSS of different luminosities.


At a given luminosity, the correlation function of red galaxies has a larger amplitude than that of blue galaxies.


At a fixed luminosity, red 
galaxies reside in more 

massive dark matter 
halos than blue galaxies

The Astrophysical Journal, 736:59 (30pp), 2011 July 20 Zehavi et al.

Figure 16. Projected correlation functions for different luminosity-bin samples, shown separately for red galaxies (left) and blue galaxies (right). For clarity, the
brightest and faintest blue samples have been omitted from the plot, as their correlation functions are noisy.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Figure 17. Luminosity and color dependence of the galaxy correlation function. The plots show the correlation lengths (left) and slopes (right) corresponding to the
real-space correlation function obtained from power-law fits to projected correlation functions using the diagonal errors. These are shown for the blue, red, and full
populations of the luminosity-bin samples. Points are plotted at the luminosity of the bin center, divided by L∗, which is taken to be Mr = −20.5.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

relative paucity of blue galaxies compared to red ones within
large halos (see also van den Bosch et al. 2008b; Hansen et al.
2009). In future work, we will model the cross-correlation
results with HOD in detail, and study the implication of these
measurements for the distribution of red and blue galaxies within
dark matter halos.

4.3. Joint Dependence on Color and Luminosity

We now turn to the luminosity dependence of clustering
within the red and blue galaxy populations individually, us-
ing the luminosity-dependent color division of Equation (13).
Figure 16 shows projected correlation functions for the volume-
limited luminosity-bin samples, separately for the red (left
panel) and blue (right panel) galaxies. Figure 17 shows the
correlation length r0 and slope γ of power-law fits to these
samples. Because some of the samples are quite small, mak-
ing jackknife estimates of the covariance matrix noisy, we fit
using the diagonal error bars only, which is enough to capture
the trends visible in the wp(rp) plots. Figure 17 also shows r0
and γ from diagonal fits to the full luminosity-bin samples. The

differences between the different color samples are particularly
distinct for the fainter samples, and they decrease with increas-
ing luminosity.

These plots display the same general trends seen in previous
sections: the large-scale clustering amplitude increases with lu-
minosity for both red and blue populations, and red galaxies
generically have higher clustering amplitude and a steeper cor-
relation function. Within the individual populations, however,
the luminosity trends are remarkably different. The projected
correlation functions of the blue galaxies are all roughly parallel,
with slopes 1.6 ! γ ! 1.8, and the amplitude (or correlation
length) increases steadily with luminosity. For the red galax-
ies, on the other hand, the shape of wp(rp) is radically dif-
ferent for the two faintest samples, −18 < Mr < −17 and
−19 < Mr < −18, with a strong inflection at rp ≈ 3 h−1 Mpc
indicating a high-amplitude one-halo term. These two samples
have the strongest small-scale clustering, matched only by the
ultraluminous, −23 < Mr < −22 galaxies. The large-scale
clustering (at rp ≈ 5–10 h−1 Mpc) shows no clear luminosity
dependence until the sharp jump at the −23 < Mr < −22
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(Zehavi et al. 2011)
(see next lecture)



Optically red galaxies show a stronger 
correlation function than optically blue galaxies

We can see the same result if we focus at a fixed 
luminosity range and make a finer color selection.


The slope also variate: the correlation function 
decreases faster with radius for the red galaxies.

(Zehavi et al. 2011)
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Figure 18. Color–magnitude diagram for the SDSS galaxies, showing r-band
absolute magnitudes vs. g − r colors. A random subset of the galaxies is plotted,
sparsely sampled by a factor of 10. The tilted lines denote the different color
samples used. The solid lines denote the division into “bluest,” “bluer,” “redder,”
and “reddest” subsamples, respectively, with increasing color. The dashed
lines mark the boundary of the “green” population along the main red–blue
dividing line (Equation (13)). The dotted lines indicate the “redseq” galaxy
population along the locus of the red sequence. The latter two populations are
not independent of the previous ones: the “green” galaxies include some of the
“bluer” and “redder” galaxies. Similarly, the red sequence “redseq” population
is comprised of some of the “redder” and “reddest” galaxies.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

bin, though it is consistent with a weak but continuous trend
at lower luminosities. Power-law fits yield significantly steeper
power-law slopes for the correlation functions of the two faintest
samples, together with a mild increase in the correlation lengths
(see Figure 17). We caution that the −18 < Mr < −17 sam-
ple is very small, containing only about 5000 blue galaxies and
1000 red galaxies, and might be sensitive to cosmic variance;
we have not used it in earlier sections but include it here to show
the extension of the luminosity trends to the faintest galaxies we
can effectively study.

The strong clustering of intrinsically faint red galaxies has
been previously observed (Norberg et al. 2002; Hogg et al. 2003;
Z05; Swanson et al. 2008; Cresswell & Percival 2009). We build
on these studies, confirming this intriguing clustering signal
and presenting its most significant measurement obtained with
the largest redshift sample available. The red galaxy samples
analyzed here include ∼25,000 galaxies below L∗, about 6000
of them in the two faintest bins, more than triple the size
of the samples studied in Z05. The strong clustering is an
indication that most of the faint red galaxies are satellites in fairly
massive halos (Berlind et al. 2005; Z05; Wang et al. 2009). We
present HOD models of a few of these samples in Section 4.5
below but defer a detailed examination of this population to
future work.

4.4. Autocorrelation of Finer Color Samples

The large size of the DR7 main galaxy sample allows us
to measure wp(rp) for narrow bins of color in addition to the
broad “blue” and “red” classifications used in Sections 4.1–4.3
and in most earlier work. Figure 18 shows the cuts we adopt to
divide galaxies into “bluest,” “bluer,” “redder,” and “reddest”
populations. We also define an intermediate population of
“green” galaxies, located near the minimum of the observed
color bimodality along the red/blue dividing line, associated
with the so-called green valley galaxies (e.g., Wyder et al. 2007;

Figure 19. Projected correlation functions for various color subsamples of the
−20 < Mr < −19 volume-limited sample. Color cuts are as defined in the text
and shown in Figure 18.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Loh et al. 2010). We include all galaxies within ∆(g−r) = 0.05
of the tilted dividing line of Equation (13) (analogous to the
“green” galaxy population studied by Coil et al. 2008). In
addition, we add a sample of galaxies along the cusp of the red
sequence galaxies, denoted as “redseq,” defined as all galaxies
within ∆(g−r) = 0.03 of the redder/reddest dividing line. Note
that the last two classes are not distinct populations: the “green”
sample contains a subset of the redder and bluer samples, while
the “redseq” sample contains a subset of the redder and reddest
samples. Details of the individual samples are given in Table 4.

Figure 19 shows the projected correlation functions of all
these color samples, for the representative luminosity bin
−20 < Mr < −19. We find a continuous trend with color,
in both amplitude and slope: the redder the color of the sample,
the higher and steeper the correlation function. We find the same
trends in the other luminosity bins, although the dependence on
color is weaker at higher luminosities, as already seen for the
red/blue division in Figure 17.

Differences in clustering strengths should be reflective of
the different environments of the galaxies. The steady trend
of wp(rp) with color at fixed luminosity is consistent with the
findings of Hogg et al. (2003), who investigated the density
of galaxy environments as a function of luminosity and color.
The trend across our three red samples indicates that redder
galaxies within the red sequence populate denser regions, again
consistent with Hogg et al. (2003). Hogg et al. (2004) examined
the color–magnitude diagram as a function of environment and
did not find a significant shift of the red sequence location with
density, but examining their results in detail does reveal mild
changes in the locus for bulge-dominated galaxies. The trends
observed in Hogg et al. (2003, 2004) are subtle, but they appear
consistent with our results.

Coil et al. (2008) have carried out an analysis similar to ours
at z ∼ 1, using projected correlation functions of fine color bins
in the DEEP2 galaxy survey. They find qualitatively similar
results for blue galaxies and for the difference between blue
and red galaxy clustering, but they find no significant change
in the amplitude or slope of wp(rp) among their red samples
(see their Figure 12). The difference from our results could
be a consequence of details of sample definition, or possibly
a consequence of color-dependent incompleteness in DEEP2
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Optically red galaxies show a stronger 
correlation function than optically blue galaxies

The correlation length increases with luminosity for 
blue galaxies, but not for red galaxies. 

The slope is smaller for the blue sample at all 
luminosities.


Slope is more or less independent on luminosity 
for the blue sample but it is strongly dependent for 
“faint” red galaxies.


Since faint red galaxies are mostly found in galaxy 
clusters, their clustering is stronger and steeper 
than bright red galaxies (i.e. faint galaxies live in 
more massive halos)

(Zehavi et al. 2011)

The Astrophysical Journal, 736:59 (30pp), 2011 July 20 Zehavi et al.

Figure 16. Projected correlation functions for different luminosity-bin samples, shown separately for red galaxies (left) and blue galaxies (right). For clarity, the
brightest and faintest blue samples have been omitted from the plot, as their correlation functions are noisy.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Figure 17. Luminosity and color dependence of the galaxy correlation function. The plots show the correlation lengths (left) and slopes (right) corresponding to the
real-space correlation function obtained from power-law fits to projected correlation functions using the diagonal errors. These are shown for the blue, red, and full
populations of the luminosity-bin samples. Points are plotted at the luminosity of the bin center, divided by L∗, which is taken to be Mr = −20.5.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

relative paucity of blue galaxies compared to red ones within
large halos (see also van den Bosch et al. 2008b; Hansen et al.
2009). In future work, we will model the cross-correlation
results with HOD in detail, and study the implication of these
measurements for the distribution of red and blue galaxies within
dark matter halos.

4.3. Joint Dependence on Color and Luminosity

We now turn to the luminosity dependence of clustering
within the red and blue galaxy populations individually, us-
ing the luminosity-dependent color division of Equation (13).
Figure 16 shows projected correlation functions for the volume-
limited luminosity-bin samples, separately for the red (left
panel) and blue (right panel) galaxies. Figure 17 shows the
correlation length r0 and slope γ of power-law fits to these
samples. Because some of the samples are quite small, mak-
ing jackknife estimates of the covariance matrix noisy, we fit
using the diagonal error bars only, which is enough to capture
the trends visible in the wp(rp) plots. Figure 17 also shows r0
and γ from diagonal fits to the full luminosity-bin samples. The

differences between the different color samples are particularly
distinct for the fainter samples, and they decrease with increas-
ing luminosity.

These plots display the same general trends seen in previous
sections: the large-scale clustering amplitude increases with lu-
minosity for both red and blue populations, and red galaxies
generically have higher clustering amplitude and a steeper cor-
relation function. Within the individual populations, however,
the luminosity trends are remarkably different. The projected
correlation functions of the blue galaxies are all roughly parallel,
with slopes 1.6 ! γ ! 1.8, and the amplitude (or correlation
length) increases steadily with luminosity. For the red galax-
ies, on the other hand, the shape of wp(rp) is radically dif-
ferent for the two faintest samples, −18 < Mr < −17 and
−19 < Mr < −18, with a strong inflection at rp ≈ 3 h−1 Mpc
indicating a high-amplitude one-halo term. These two samples
have the strongest small-scale clustering, matched only by the
ultraluminous, −23 < Mr < −22 galaxies. The large-scale
clustering (at rp ≈ 5–10 h−1 Mpc) shows no clear luminosity
dependence until the sharp jump at the −23 < Mr < −22
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The best fitting power-law model for the correlation 
function of red and blue galaxies.

Faint Bright Faint Bright



Clustering dependency on galaxy luminosity and 
color at z~0 is also seen at z~1

(Coil et al. 2008)

Fig. 10.—Deviations ofwp(rp) from the best-fit power law for the main blue and red samples for the brighter blue (left) and red (right) luminosity samples. A significant
rise is seen on small scales for both blue and red galaxies in the brightest samples.

Fig. 11.—Clustering scale length r0 (left) and slope ! (right) for DEEP2 galaxies as a function of median absoluteMB magnitude (top) and L/L! (bottom) for both red
and blue galaxies. The values of r0 and ! for each luminosity sample are given in Table 2. Errors are estimated using the variance of power-law fits to jackknife samples.
In the bottom panels we compare the scale length for red (left) and blue (right) galaxies found here at z " 1 with local results from 2dF (Norberg et al. 2002a) and SDSS
(Zehavi et al. 2005).

The correlation length of red galaxies is higher 
than that of blue galaxies.


The clustering increases with luminosity for both 
red and blue galaxies (at least at bright 
luminosities).

z~1

z~0
z~1

z~0

Red galaxies Blue galaxies



Clustering dependency on Stellar mass at z~0.5 and at z~1

(Coil et al. 2017)

a galaxy changes more between z 0.9_ and z 0.5_ than the
stellar mass at M Mlog *( )☉ =10.5 (corresponding to the mean
stellar mass probed here; e.g., Moustakas et al. 2013; Madau &
Dickinson 2014). We return to this point in the discussion
section below.

In Figure 4 we show with colored circles the absolute bias of
various galaxy samples from runs 2 and 3 as a function of
stellar mass on the x-axis and sSFR on the y-axis. The light-
gray contours show the full galaxy population in our sample in
the redshift range of interest. This figure allows one to clearly
see how the bias is changing as a function of sSFR at a given
stellar mass, within both the star-forming and quiescent
populations. Generally, we find that the bias increases toward
the lower right of this figure, at higher stellar mass and lower
sSFR. We return in the discussion section below to how
galaxies likely evolve in this plane.

5.2. Relative Bias between Galaxy Samples

We also quantify how the relative bias between two galaxy
samples depends on both stellar mass and sSFR. The relative
bias between two galaxy samples can have smaller errors than a
direct comparison of the absolute bias values, as to first order
cosmic variance effects will cancel when comparing the
clustering of two galaxy samples in the same volume. We
may therefore be able to obtain more significant dependences
on how the relative bias depends on stellar mass and sSFR than
quantifying only the absolute bias dependence on these
parameters.

The relative bias between various galaxy subsamples from
runs 2, 3, and 4 is listed in Table 5. We quantify the relative
bias on two scales: the “one-halo” scale of 0.1 < rp < 10
h−1 Mpc and the “two-halo” scale of 1 h−1 Mpc < rp < 10
h−1 Mpc. Here again, as with the absolute bias, we find that
star-forming galaxies above the main sequence are less
clustered than star-forming galaxies below the main sequence
(in run 2, “main-sequence split,” in both redshift ranges there is
a 3σ–5σ difference on both small and larger scales). We also
find that among the quiescent galaxy population, those galaxies
with a higher SFR at a given stellar mass are less clustered (in
run 2 at lower redshift there is a 5σ difference on small and
large scales, while at higher redshift there is an 11σ difference
on large scales). Significant differences within the star-forming
and quiescent populations can also be seen in the results for run
3 (“sSFR cuts”), using finer bins in sSFR.
We also list the stellar mass and sSFR ratio between the two

relevant galaxy samples in Table 5. These are defined as M*1/
M*2 and sSFR1/sSFR2, where 1 and 2 correspond to the galaxy
samples of interest, where the relative bias is the square root of
the ratio of wp of sample 1 to wp of sample 2. A stellar mass or
sSFR ratio near unity reflects that the two galaxy samples of
interest have similar stellar mass or sSFR, while ratios much
larger than unity reflect that sample 1 has a much higher stellar
mass or sSFR(i.e., is more highly star-forming) than sample 2.
Values of these ratios that are less than unity reflect that sample
2 has a higher stellar mass or sSFR than sample 1.
The relative bias as a function of stellar mass and sSFR ratio

is shown in Figure 5. The relative bias on small, “one-halo”
scales is shown on the top, while the relative bias of the same

Figure 3. Absolute bias on scales 1 � rp 10� h 1� Mpc of each galaxy sample in runs 2 (“main-sequence split”) and 3 (“sSFR cuts”). The left column shows the bias
as a function of sSFR, and the right column shows the bias as a function of stellar mass. The colors of each sample correspond to the colors shown in Figure 1.
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Coil+ measured the projected correlation function 
using data from the PRIMUS and DEEP2 galaxy 
redshift surveys spanning 0.2 < z < 1.2. 

They use spectroscopic redshifts of over 100,000 
galaxies covering an area of 7.2 deg2

The galaxy clustering amplitude smoothly 
increases with increasing stellar mass.

Assume this 
is ~r0 for now



Clustering dependency on sSFR

(Coil et al. 2017)

At a given stellar mass, galaxies 
with higher sSFR are less 
clustered than galaxies with lower 
sSFR 

halo mass (e.g., More et al. 2011; Moster et al. 2013; Behroozi
et al. 2013) may be due in part to sSFR. The sSFR of a galaxy
appears to be in fact more correlated with halo mass than stellar

mass correlates with halo mass. While it is likely that much of
this reflects that the red fraction of satellite galaxies increases
with halo mass (even at a given stellar mass; e.g., Prescott
et al. 2011), it also seems likely that even for central galaxies
there is a dependence on sSFR at a given halo mass. Indeed,
below the break in the stellar mass function, halo mass does not
strongly correlate with stellar mass, though our results suggest
that it may correlate with sSFR.
Finally, we note that the relative bias results presented here

as a function of the joint dependence on the stellar mass ratio
and sSFR ratio provide very strong constraints for theoretical
models of galaxy evolution. They are also a new way of using
the data to measure the dependence of galaxy clustering on
these parameters. This new measurement of the joint depend-
ence of the relative bias on ratios of galaxy properties should
help differentiate between competing theoretical models of
galaxy evolution.

7. Conclusions

In this paper we have used the PRIMUS and DEEP2 galaxy
redshift surveys to study the joint dependence of galaxy
clustering properties on stellar mass and sSFR. We utilize a full
sample of over 100,000 spectroscopic redshifts to divide our
sample into two redshift ranges, z0.2 0.7� � and

z0.7 1.2� � , and use SED fits to estimate the galaxy stellar
mass and sSFR. Not only do we divide the full galaxy
population into star-forming and quiescent samples, but we

Figure 7. Two-halo absolute bias of galaxies as a function of sSFR for our
results in comparison to other results in the literature at z 1 2_ – (Lin
et al. 2012; Mostek et al. 2013; Kim et al. 2015).

Figure 6. Two-halo relative bias between various galaxy samples, shown as a joint function of sSFR ratio and stellar mass ratio. Shown are all relative biases where
the fractional error is less than 25%. The color of each point reflects the relative bias value, as shown in the color bar. The dotted lines highlight regions of fixed stellar
mass or sSFR ratio where our galaxy samples are able to probe at least an order of magnitude in the ratio of the other parameter (stellar mass or sSFR). As seen, at a
fixed stellar mass ratio, variations with sSFR lead to strong differences in the relative bias, while at a fixed sSFR ratio, variations with stellar mass do not result in
substantially different clustering amplitudes.
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sSFR: specific star formation rate. 
This is defined as the SFR/Mstelar.



The dependence of clustering 
on galaxy properties
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The dependence of clustering on redshift

Since structures grow over time due to gravitational instability, we expect the 
clustering of galaxies also evolve over time. Intuitively, we could expect that 
clustering increase with time, but that is not actually what is observed).

Exploring how clustering evolve with redshift is complicated, because we are 
not observing the same object at different times. We can, however, in some 
cases to observe the same type of objects at different times. 

At higher redshifts we can trace other populations, such as, Lyman-break 
galaxies, Lyman alpha emitters, quasars, etc.

z



Clustering of Lyman break galaxies

Lyman break galaxies are star-forming galaxies 
detected at high-redshift (z~3-5), with strong UV 
emission. 

They are detected through the Lyman alpha 
break detection. This is a break in the spectra 
due to the absorption of neutral hydrogen in the 
intergalactic medium (detectable only from 
z~3-4). 

To detect them we need deep observations on 
optical bands, then large samples of LBGs is 
challenge to obtain (not possible with SDSS for 
example). 

Most of the samples only with 2D positions, and 
a inaccurate knowledge of their z (Delta z ~1)

Break due to the absorption pdf neutral hydrogen in the intergalactic 
medium (detectable only from z~3-4)

2.3. VLT Imaging and Data Reduction

Imaging observations were acquired on three consecutive
nights during 2007 September 9–11, using the FOcal Reducer
and low dispersion Spectrograph 1 (FORS1; Appenzeller &
Rupprecht 1992) instrument on the Very Large Telescope
(VLT). The field-of-view (FOV) of FORS1 is
6.8×6.8 arcmin2, which corresponds to _ q3.0 3.0 pMpc2

at z= 3.78. The instrument pixel scale is 0.251 arcsec/pixel for
images binned 2×2.

Each QSO field was observed in the three filters shown in
Figure 1. The total exposure time for the filters was 8000s,
4000s, and 1800s for NB571, NB596, and rGUNN, respectively.
Observations were acquired in shorter individual dithered
exposures, in order to fill the gap between the CCDs and to
facilitate the data reduction process (cosmic ray and bad pixel
rejection, building a superflat, etc.). A spectrophotometric
standard star was observed only on the second and third night.
The typical seeing during the three nights was 0.6–0.8 arcsec.

Science images were reduced using standard IRAF6 tasks
and our own custom codes written in the Interactive Data

Language (IDL). The reduction process included bias subtrac-
tion and flat fielding. As our images exhibited illumination
patterns, we performed the flat fielding with superflat images,
created using the unregistered science frames. For that, we first
masked all the objects out and then combined the science
frames with an average sigma-clipping algorithm.
SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) was used to create a

source catalog for each individual image and then SCAMP
(Bertin 2006) was used to compute an astrometric solution,
using the SDSS-DR7 r-band star catalogs as the astrometric
reference. Finally, the individual images were sky-subtracted,
re-sampled, and median-combined using SWarp (Bertin
et al. 2002), and then the noisy edges of the combined images
were trimmed.
For the flux calibration, we only had observations of the

spectrophotometric standard star SA109-949 at the beginning
of the last two nights. The tabulated spectrum of this star has a
coarse sampling of 25Å (Stone 1996), which is not suitable
when NB filters are used. For the first night, spectrophotometric
standard stars were not observed, but we took advantage of two
existing SDSS star spectra in one of the fields taken during that
night. The coordinates of the stars with available SDSS spectra
are �R.A. 21.014star1 , �decl. 0.740872star1 and �R.A.star2
21.057, �decl. 0.686577star2 and the median signal-to-noise
ratios (S/Ns) per angstrom of their spectra at the wavelengths
of interest were 13.3 and 8.5, respectively.
The flux calibration process was as follows. For the first

night calibration we convolved the SDSS star spectra with the
three filters’ curves in order to obtain standard magnitudes.
These magnitudes were compared with the stars’ instrumental
magnitude (obtained using the MAG_AUTO of SExtractor on
the combined science images) to obtain the zero points (ZPs)
for each filter. A mean final ZP was computed from the two
stars and the typical error for this ZP measurement was
∼0.08 mag. For the second and third night calibration, we used
the spectrum of the observed spectrophotometric star to
convolve it only with the broad-band filter curve to obtain
the rGUNN ZP. The error in this computation was ∼0.02 mag.
After that, the differential ZPs from the first night were used to
determine the NB ZPs for the second and third nights, for
which we obtained a typical error of ∼0.11 mag.

2.4. Photometric Catalogs

Object detection and photometry were performed using
SExtractor in dual mode, with the rGUNN image as the detection
image. We set the parameters BACK_SIZE and BACK-
PHOTO_THICK such that the background was calculated in

Table 1
Targeted QSOs Properties

Field R.A. (J2000) Decl. (J2000) Redshift i log( :)M MBH
a

SDSSJ0124+0044 01:24:03.78 00:44:32.67 3.834 17.99 10.15±0.03
SDSSJ0213–0904 02:13:18.98 −09:04:58.28 3.794 19.03 9.57±0.18
J2003–3300b 20:03:24.12 −32:51:45.02 3.773 17.01 9.7
SDSSJ2207+0043 22:07:30.48 00:43:29.37 3.767 19.47 9.13±0.16
SDSSJ2311–0844 23:11:37.05 −08:44:09.56 3.745 20.18 9.41±0.24
SDSSJ2301+0112 23:01:11.23 01:12:43.34 3.788 19.44 8.55±0.80

Notes.
a Virial BH masses from Shen et al. (2011).
b This QSO was not selected from SDSS, but it was targeted because it belongs to the redshift range of interest. The properties shown here are from McLeod &
Bechtold (2009), who do not report the error for the BH mass measurement.

Figure 1. Upper panel:filter configuration used in this study, shown on an
LBG simulated spectrum at z = 3.78 (see Section 3.1 for the simulated
spectrum details). The NBs were designed specially for this program to identify
LBGs at _z 3.78 by detecting the Lyα break. This filter configuration selects
galaxies in a quiet narrow redshift slice of% _z 0.3. Lower panel: example of
a filter set used to identify galaxies with the standard Lyman break technique
that is based in the detection of the Lyman limit break. The filter curves shown
are those used by Ouchi et al. (2004a) to find LBGs at z ∼ 4 over a redshift
slice of % _z 1.0.

6 Image Reduction and Analysis Facility.
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2.3. VLT Imaging and Data Reduction
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(VLT). The field-of-view (FOV) of FORS1 is
6.8×6.8 arcmin2, which corresponds to _ q3.0 3.0 pMpc2

at z= 3.78. The instrument pixel scale is 0.251 arcsec/pixel for
images binned 2×2.

Each QSO field was observed in the three filters shown in
Figure 1. The total exposure time for the filters was 8000s,
4000s, and 1800s for NB571, NB596, and rGUNN, respectively.
Observations were acquired in shorter individual dithered
exposures, in order to fill the gap between the CCDs and to
facilitate the data reduction process (cosmic ray and bad pixel
rejection, building a superflat, etc.). A spectrophotometric
standard star was observed only on the second and third night.
The typical seeing during the three nights was 0.6–0.8 arcsec.

Science images were reduced using standard IRAF6 tasks
and our own custom codes written in the Interactive Data

Language (IDL). The reduction process included bias subtrac-
tion and flat fielding. As our images exhibited illumination
patterns, we performed the flat fielding with superflat images,
created using the unregistered science frames. For that, we first
masked all the objects out and then combined the science
frames with an average sigma-clipping algorithm.
SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) was used to create a

source catalog for each individual image and then SCAMP
(Bertin 2006) was used to compute an astrometric solution,
using the SDSS-DR7 r-band star catalogs as the astrometric
reference. Finally, the individual images were sky-subtracted,
re-sampled, and median-combined using SWarp (Bertin
et al. 2002), and then the noisy edges of the combined images
were trimmed.
For the flux calibration, we only had observations of the

spectrophotometric standard star SA109-949 at the beginning
of the last two nights. The tabulated spectrum of this star has a
coarse sampling of 25Å (Stone 1996), which is not suitable
when NB filters are used. For the first night, spectrophotometric
standard stars were not observed, but we took advantage of two
existing SDSS star spectra in one of the fields taken during that
night. The coordinates of the stars with available SDSS spectra
are �R.A. 21.014star1 , �decl. 0.740872star1 and �R.A.star2
21.057, �decl. 0.686577star2 and the median signal-to-noise
ratios (S/Ns) per angstrom of their spectra at the wavelengths
of interest were 13.3 and 8.5, respectively.
The flux calibration process was as follows. For the first

night calibration we convolved the SDSS star spectra with the
three filters’ curves in order to obtain standard magnitudes.
These magnitudes were compared with the stars’ instrumental
magnitude (obtained using the MAG_AUTO of SExtractor on
the combined science images) to obtain the zero points (ZPs)
for each filter. A mean final ZP was computed from the two
stars and the typical error for this ZP measurement was
∼0.08 mag. For the second and third night calibration, we used
the spectrum of the observed spectrophotometric star to
convolve it only with the broad-band filter curve to obtain
the rGUNN ZP. The error in this computation was ∼0.02 mag.
After that, the differential ZPs from the first night were used to
determine the NB ZPs for the second and third nights, for
which we obtained a typical error of ∼0.11 mag.

2.4. Photometric Catalogs

Object detection and photometry were performed using
SExtractor in dual mode, with the rGUNN image as the detection
image. We set the parameters BACK_SIZE and BACK-
PHOTO_THICK such that the background was calculated in

Table 1
Targeted QSOs Properties

Field R.A. (J2000) Decl. (J2000) Redshift i log( :)M MBH
a

SDSSJ0124+0044 01:24:03.78 00:44:32.67 3.834 17.99 10.15±0.03
SDSSJ0213–0904 02:13:18.98 −09:04:58.28 3.794 19.03 9.57±0.18
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SDSSJ2311–0844 23:11:37.05 −08:44:09.56 3.745 20.18 9.41±0.24
SDSSJ2301+0112 23:01:11.23 01:12:43.34 3.788 19.44 8.55±0.80

Notes.
a Virial BH masses from Shen et al. (2011).
b This QSO was not selected from SDSS, but it was targeted because it belongs to the redshift range of interest. The properties shown here are from McLeod &
Bechtold (2009), who do not report the error for the BH mass measurement.

Figure 1. Upper panel:filter configuration used in this study, shown on an
LBG simulated spectrum at z = 3.78 (see Section 3.1 for the simulated
spectrum details). The NBs were designed specially for this program to identify
LBGs at _z 3.78 by detecting the Lyα break. This filter configuration selects
galaxies in a quiet narrow redshift slice of% _z 0.3. Lower panel: example of
a filter set used to identify galaxies with the standard Lyman break technique
that is based in the detection of the Lyman limit break. The filter curves shown
are those used by Ouchi et al. (2004a) to find LBGs at z ∼ 4 over a redshift
slice of % _z 1.0.
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Clustering of Lyman break galaxies

within the 2 ! level except for the points at " ’ 3000 and
’14000, where the measurements of the SXDF are significantly
lower than those of the SDF. The reason for these discrepancies
is not clear. However, it could be related to the poorer quality
of the SXDF data compared to the SDF data. In any case, the
SDF sample is deeper than the SXDF sample and does not
suffer from any detectable (artificial) inhomogeneity in the
data. Hence, we believe that the angular correlation measured
for the SDF sample is more reliable. We also find clear clus-
tering signals for Viz-LBGs in the SDF. There is a marginal
signal for Riz-LBGs in the SDF, and no signal is detected for
Viz-LBGs and Riz-LBGs in the SXDF. This is mainly because
the numbers of objects in these samples are considerably
smaller than those in the other samples.

We fit a single power law,

!(") ¼ Araw
! ""#; ð9Þ

to the data points. For BRi-LBGs, a fit is made to a combi-
nation of the data points of the SDF and the SXDF. (A fit to
the SDF data alone gives almost the same results, since the
errors in the data points of the SDF sample are much smaller.)
Errors in Araw

! and # are found to be very large except for BRi-
LBGs: # ¼ 0:90þ0:11

"0:07 and Araw
! ¼ 2:3þ0:9

"0:6 (Table 3, row [1]).
This is probably due to the large sample size of BRi-LBGs.
The value for # for BRi-LBGs is close to the ‘‘fiducial’’ value,
0.8. Thus, we use # & 0:8 in the rest of this paper. Adopting
# ¼ 0:91 changes the results very little. Rows (2)–(14) of
Table 3 present the best-fit values of Araw

! with # ¼ 0:8. The
correlation amplitudes Araw

! of BRi-LBGs and Viz-LBGs are as
high as the '10 and '2.5 ! levels, respectively. Hence, their
clustering signals are significant. On the other hand, the Araw

!
value of Riz-LBGs is only at the less than 1 ! significance
level. Thus, in the following discussion, we adopt the Araw

!
value of SDF Viz-LBGs for the clustering amplitude of
z ¼ 5 LBGs.

Foreground contamination in a galaxy sample dilutes the
apparent clustering amplitude of the galaxies. When the frac-
tion of contaminants is fc , the apparent Araw

! value can be
reduced by a factor of up to (1" fc)

2. The true correlation
amplitude, A! , is given by

A! ¼ Araw
!

1" fcð Þ2
: ð10Þ

This is the maximum reduction of the correlation amplitude
that occurs when the contaminants are not at all clustered. In

reality, the contaminants in our sample will be the sum of
foreground galaxies at various redshifts and thus will be
clustered very weakly, if at all, on the sky. Thus, we use
equation (10) to compute A! for our LBG samples. We use the
fc obtained by the simulations described in Paper V for the
LBGs. Table 3 also gives the A!-values.
The effect of field-to-field variations in our samples is

probably modest for LBGs, since we find that angular corre-
lation functions of BRi-LBGs in the SDF and the SXDF agree
moderately well within error bars (Fig. 6). This is because our
LBG samples probe large comoving volumes: 1:6 ; 106 h"3

70
Mpc3 for BRi-LBGs and 1:7 ; 106 h"3

70 Mpc3 for Viz-LBGs.
On the other hand, the surveyed volume of LAEs at z ¼
4:9 shown in Paper II is only 9:0 ; 104 h"3

70 Mpc3. We may
have to consider cosmic variance for the LAE sample.
Since we have a large number of LBGs at z ¼ 4 in the SDF,

we make subsamples that are divided by magnitude or color.
We use two observational quantities, the i 0 magnitude and
i0 " z0 color, and make three types of subsamples: a subsample
composed of objects with M PM (, subsamples divided by M,
and subsamples divided by E(B" V ). Then we calculate the
angular correlation functions of these subsamples in the same
manner as shown above for the entire LBG sample. We de-
scribe the details of the analysis in xx 3.5 and 3.6 and sum-
marize the selection criteria and the results in Table 3. We do
not apply this analysis to the SXDF BRi-LBG sample, since its
limiting magnitude is brighter than that of the SDF sample
(and so the size of the SXDF sample is about half that of the
SDF sample), and the SXDF sample could suffer from the
inhomogeneity of the limiting magnitude over the image.

3.4. Correlation Lenggth

Since the angular correlation function shows the clustering
properties of galaxies projected on the sky, !(") reflects a

TABLE 2

Objects Selected by Two Criteria

Field Name Criteriaa NOBS
b NEST

c

SDF ...................... Viz + Riz 37 41 ) 8.2

SDF ...................... Viz + LAEd 6 4 ) 0.4

SDF ...................... Riz + LAEd 2 2 ) 0.3

SXDF ................... Viz + Riz 3 5 ) 3.1

a Two selection criteria.
b Number of objects identified by both selection

criteria.
c Number of objects estimated from the contamina-

tion, completeness, and redshift distribution of the
samples, as described in the text.

d LAE means the criteria for selection of LAEs at
z ¼ 4:86 ) 0:03 in the SDF. Details of the LAE sample
are described in Paper II.

Fig. 6.—Angular correlation functions !(") of BRi-LBGs (top), Viz-LBGs
(middle), and Riz-LBGs (bottom). The filled circles are for the SDF, and the
open circles in the top panel are for the SXDF. No significant signal is detected
for either Viz-LBGs or Riz-LBGs in the SXDF. The solid lines show the best-fit
power-law function, !(") ¼ Araw

! ""# , where # is fixed at 0.8. The solid line of
the top panel shows the best-fit function both for the SDF and the SXDF data.
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Angular correlation function for LBGs at z~4 and z~5 
measured from the Subaru deep survey (~1200 arcmin2) 

Clustering is affected by larger uncertainties (number of 
LBGs ~2000, 300 and 100 for Bri, Viz and Riz respectively. 

Brighter LBGs are more strongly clustered than fainter 
LBGs (e.g. Malkan et al. 2017).

(Ouchi et al. 2004)



Clustering of Lyman break galaxies

These LBGs and LAEs are biased against dark matter by
bg ! 3 5, and the bias becomes stronger at higher redshifts.
This increase in the LBG bias can be regarded as a piece of
evidence supporting the biased galaxy formation scenario
(e.g., Baugh et al. 1999).

3.6. Seggreggation of ClusteringgAmplitudes

3.6.1. ClusteringgSeggreggation with UV-Continuum Luminosity

Since we have a large number of LBGs at z ¼ 4, we ex-
amine the luminosity dependence of the clustering amplitude
(r0 and bg) using four subsamples binned according to the
source brightness (!m ¼ 1:5). We calculate the angular cor-
relation functions for the four subsamples and estimate r0 and
bg in the same manner as described in xx 3.4 and 3.5, but
applying to each subsample its own redshift distribution,
which is determined by the simulations described in Paper V
(Fig. 12 of Paper V). Rows (6)–(9) of Table 3 and rows (4)–
(7) of Table 4 give the best-fit parameters of the angular
correlation function together with r0 and bg for these four
subsamples. Figure 8 plots r0 and bg for the four subsamples as
a function of magnitude. It is found from Figure 8 that brighter
LBGs are clustered more strongly, which is a tendency similar
to that found for present-day galaxies (Norberg et al. 2002)
and LBGs at z ¼ 3 (Giavalisco & Dickinson 2001). It is also

found that this luminosity dependence of r0 is weaker for
fainter galaxies. We fit the data points with a linear function of
luminosity (L):

bg=b
#
g ¼ aþ (1% a)L=L#; ð16Þ

where a is a free parameter, bg is the galaxy–dark matter bias,
and b#g, which is also a free parameter, is the bias of galaxies
with luminosity L* (Norberg’s law; Norberg et al. 2002). We
obtain b# ¼ 2:8 and a ¼ 0:58 with L* being fixed at M #

1700 ¼
%21:0 (or i# ¼ 25:1), which is obtained in Paper V. The value
of a for z ¼ 4 LBGs is smaller than that for present-day gal-
axies, a ¼ 0:85 (Norberg et al. 2002). It may indicate that the
clustering amplitude of z ¼ 4 LBGs depends more strongly on
luminosity and/or that the luminosity dependence of clustering
is different between rest-frame UV luminosity (for LBGs) and
optical luminosity (for present-day galaxies).

3.6.2. ClusteringgSeggreggation with Dust Extinction

Strong clustering has been reported for SCUBA sources
(r0 ¼ 12:8 ( 4:5 ( 3:0 h%1

100 Mpc; Webb et al. 2003). Since
SCUBA sources are thought to be dust-rich starburst galaxies,
the clustering amplitude of LBGs as a function of dust ex-
tinction may give a hint for the relation between SCUBA
sources and LBGs. We calculate the clustering amplitude for
subsamples of LBGs at z ¼ 4 binned with E(B% V ). We es-
timate E(B% V ) of LBGs from their colors with the equations
given in Paper V. We make these subsamples from 357 bright
LBGs with i0 < 25:3 (’M*) so that we accurately measure
colors, i0 % z0, and thus obtain E(B% V ). We make five

Fig. 7.—Correlation length r0 (top) and galaxy–dark matter bias bg
(bottom) as a function of redshift. The filled circles indicate our LBGs at
z ¼ 4 5, and the filled diamond is for LBGs at z ¼ 3 (Giavalisco &
Dickinson 2001; results based on the SPEC sample with R < 25:0). These
LBGs at z ¼ 3 5 have a similar luminosity (kL *). The open circle indicates
the LAEs at z ¼ 4:9 obtained by Paper II. The filled pentagons, triangles, and
squares show the r0 of galaxies at z ¼ 0 1, derived by Loveday et al. (1995),
Carlberg et al. (2000), and Brunner et al. (2000), respectively. The bias values
of these galaxies at z ¼ 0 1 are calculated in the same manner as given in
x 3.4. The dotted line shows the correlation length of the underlying dark
matter obtained with nonlinear theory (Peacock & Dodds 1996). The dashed
line indicates the r0 of dark matter predicted by linear theory that we use in
x 3.4. The solid lines indicate the r0 and bg of galaxies with B < %19þ 5 log h
predicted by the semianalytic model of Kauffmann et al. (1999). Our results
for LBGs at z ¼ 3 5 also show good agreement with the predictions of the
semianalytic model for galaxies with mR < 25:5 (Baugh et al. 1999).

Fig. 8.—Magnitude dependence of the correlation length, r0, and the
galaxy–dark matter bias, bg , for LBGs at z ¼ 4 in the SDF. The four filled
circles correspond to the four subsamples. The solid line shows the scaled
Norberg’s law. The ticks in the top margin indicate the number density of
observed LBGs calculated from the LF given by Paper V. The ticks in the right
margin indicate the mass of the hosting dark halos calculated by the formula
given by Sheth & Tormen (1999) using the bg we obtain (see text).
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These LBGs and LAEs are biased against dark matter by
bg ! 3 5, and the bias becomes stronger at higher redshifts.
This increase in the LBG bias can be regarded as a piece of
evidence supporting the biased galaxy formation scenario
(e.g., Baugh et al. 1999).

3.6. Seggreggation of ClusteringgAmplitudes

3.6.1. ClusteringgSeggreggation with UV-Continuum Luminosity

Since we have a large number of LBGs at z ¼ 4, we ex-
amine the luminosity dependence of the clustering amplitude
(r0 and bg) using four subsamples binned according to the
source brightness (!m ¼ 1:5). We calculate the angular cor-
relation functions for the four subsamples and estimate r0 and
bg in the same manner as described in xx 3.4 and 3.5, but
applying to each subsample its own redshift distribution,
which is determined by the simulations described in Paper V
(Fig. 12 of Paper V). Rows (6)–(9) of Table 3 and rows (4)–
(7) of Table 4 give the best-fit parameters of the angular
correlation function together with r0 and bg for these four
subsamples. Figure 8 plots r0 and bg for the four subsamples as
a function of magnitude. It is found from Figure 8 that brighter
LBGs are clustered more strongly, which is a tendency similar
to that found for present-day galaxies (Norberg et al. 2002)
and LBGs at z ¼ 3 (Giavalisco & Dickinson 2001). It is also

found that this luminosity dependence of r0 is weaker for
fainter galaxies. We fit the data points with a linear function of
luminosity (L):

bg=b
#
g ¼ aþ (1% a)L=L#; ð16Þ

where a is a free parameter, bg is the galaxy–dark matter bias,
and b#g, which is also a free parameter, is the bias of galaxies
with luminosity L* (Norberg’s law; Norberg et al. 2002). We
obtain b# ¼ 2:8 and a ¼ 0:58 with L* being fixed at M #

1700 ¼
%21:0 (or i# ¼ 25:1), which is obtained in Paper V. The value
of a for z ¼ 4 LBGs is smaller than that for present-day gal-
axies, a ¼ 0:85 (Norberg et al. 2002). It may indicate that the
clustering amplitude of z ¼ 4 LBGs depends more strongly on
luminosity and/or that the luminosity dependence of clustering
is different between rest-frame UV luminosity (for LBGs) and
optical luminosity (for present-day galaxies).

3.6.2. ClusteringgSeggreggation with Dust Extinction

Strong clustering has been reported for SCUBA sources
(r0 ¼ 12:8 ( 4:5 ( 3:0 h%1

100 Mpc; Webb et al. 2003). Since
SCUBA sources are thought to be dust-rich starburst galaxies,
the clustering amplitude of LBGs as a function of dust ex-
tinction may give a hint for the relation between SCUBA
sources and LBGs. We calculate the clustering amplitude for
subsamples of LBGs at z ¼ 4 binned with E(B% V ). We es-
timate E(B% V ) of LBGs from their colors with the equations
given in Paper V. We make these subsamples from 357 bright
LBGs with i0 < 25:3 (’M*) so that we accurately measure
colors, i0 % z0, and thus obtain E(B% V ). We make five

Fig. 7.—Correlation length r0 (top) and galaxy–dark matter bias bg
(bottom) as a function of redshift. The filled circles indicate our LBGs at
z ¼ 4 5, and the filled diamond is for LBGs at z ¼ 3 (Giavalisco &
Dickinson 2001; results based on the SPEC sample with R < 25:0). These
LBGs at z ¼ 3 5 have a similar luminosity (kL *). The open circle indicates
the LAEs at z ¼ 4:9 obtained by Paper II. The filled pentagons, triangles, and
squares show the r0 of galaxies at z ¼ 0 1, derived by Loveday et al. (1995),
Carlberg et al. (2000), and Brunner et al. (2000), respectively. The bias values
of these galaxies at z ¼ 0 1 are calculated in the same manner as given in
x 3.4. The dotted line shows the correlation length of the underlying dark
matter obtained with nonlinear theory (Peacock & Dodds 1996). The dashed
line indicates the r0 of dark matter predicted by linear theory that we use in
x 3.4. The solid lines indicate the r0 and bg of galaxies with B < %19þ 5 log h
predicted by the semianalytic model of Kauffmann et al. (1999). Our results
for LBGs at z ¼ 3 5 also show good agreement with the predictions of the
semianalytic model for galaxies with mR < 25:5 (Baugh et al. 1999).

Fig. 8.—Magnitude dependence of the correlation length, r0, and the
galaxy–dark matter bias, bg , for LBGs at z ¼ 4 in the SDF. The four filled
circles correspond to the four subsamples. The solid line shows the scaled
Norberg’s law. The ticks in the top margin indicate the number density of
observed LBGs calculated from the LF given by Paper V. The ticks in the right
margin indicate the mass of the hosting dark halos calculated by the formula
given by Sheth & Tormen (1999) using the bg we obtain (see text).
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LBGs at different redshifts between 
3 and 5, with similar luminosities. 
The correlation length of LBGs is 
roughly constant between redshift 3 
and 5.
The correlation length is also not so 
different that the correlation length of 
local galaxies (although they may be 
different types of objects)

(Ouchi et al. 2004)

LBGsLocal galaxies (for comparison)



Clustering of Quasars

Quasars are extremely luminous active galactic nucleus 
(AGNs) in which a supermassive black hole is accreting 
material. Because of their extreme luminosities, they 
are detected up to very high redshifts, and redshift 
measurements are possible. Their redshift distribution is 
observed to peak at z~2.5.
They can be detected at almost all the wavelengths of 
the electromagnetic spectrum. 



Clustering of Quasars

(Shen et al. 2007)

panel of Figure 5. Note that the real-space correlation function
indicates appreciably stronger clustering than does its counterpart
in redshift space; the large redshift errors spread structures out in
redshift space, diluting the clustering signal.

We have already indicated that the clustering signal is ap-
preciably stronger than at lower redshift. To check that this was
not somehow an artifact of our processing we selected a sample
of 23,283 spectroscopically confirmed quasars with 0:8 ! z !
2:1 from the SDSS DR5, with the same selection criteria as we
used above (x 2.2). Figure 6 shows the resulting !s(s) andwp(rp);
to compare with the results of other authors (e.g., da Ângela et al.
2005; A. J. Connolly et al. 2007, in preparation), we integrated
to "cutoA ¼ 70 h#1 Mpc. We fit power laws over the range

1 h#1 Mpc < s < 100 h#1 Mpc (Croom et al. 2005) for !s(s),
and 1:2 h#1 Mpc < rp < 30 h#1 Mpc for wp(rp) (PMN04 and
da Ângela et al. 2005). The fitted power-law parameters are s0 ¼
6:36 $ 0:89 h#1 Mpc and # ¼ 1:29 $ 0:14 for !s(s), and r0 ¼
6:47 $ 1:55 h#1 Mpc and $ ¼ 1:58 $ 0:20 for wp(rp). These
results are in excellent agreement with Croom et al. (2005),
PMN04, and da Ângela et al. (2005) based on the 2QZ sample,
andA. J. Connolly et al. (2007, in preparation) based on the SDSS
sample. Note that the 2QZ papers use a slightly different cos-
mology, which causes very little difference.More importantly, the
2QZ sample is at lower mean luminosity than the SDSS sample,
although there is only a mild luminosity dependence of the
clustering strength (e.g., Lidz et al. 2006; A. J. Connolly et al.

Fig. 6.—Correlation functions of 23,283 0:8 ! z ! 2:1 SDSS DR5 quasars in all fields. Errors are estimated using the jackknife method. Left: Redshift-space
correlation function. Right: Projected correlation function. Also plotted are the best-fit power-law functions, with fitted parameters listed in Table 4.

Fig. 7.—Clustering evolution of high-redshift quasars. Errors are estimated using the jackknife method. Black indicates the 2:9 ! z ! 3:5 bin and red indicates the
z % 3:5 bin. Also plotted are the best-fit power-law functions, with fitted parameters listed in Table 4. Left: All fields. Right: Good fields only. Both cases show stronger
clustering in the higher redshift bin.

QUASAR CORRELATION FUNCTION AT z % 2.9 2229No. 5, 2007

z>2.9

z>3.4

Projected correlation function of 
quasars at z >2.9 and z>3.4 reveal 
extremely strong clustering.

Clustering of quasars has been 
measured at different redshifts. The 
highest redshift for which this has 
been measured is z~4 (Shen et al. 
2007) using SDSS quasars.

~4,400 High-z Quasars in SDSS (over ~4000 deg2) 

No significant evidence of dependency 
on luminosity (also the physics 
process of quasars are very different 
than the case of galaxies).



Clustering of Quasars

The correlation length is relatively 
constant up to z~2, and it strongly 
increase from z~2 up to z~ 4.

Quasars at z~4 are the most 
clustered population in the universe, 
and then they are expected to trace 
the more massive overdensities in 
the early universe.  

(Shen et al. 2007)

2007, in preparation). We note that the amplitude of wp(rp) for
rpk 30 h!1 Mpc is lower than predicted from the power-law fit,
which is also the case in da Ângela et al. (2005, Fig. 2).

The predicted correlation function of the underlying darkmat-
ter at r ¼ 15 h!1 Mpc is #0.014 at z ¼ 3:5 (see x 3.3 and Ap-
pendix C), far below that of the current high-redshift quasar
sample (Fig. 5), indicating that our high-redshift quasar sample is
very strongly biased.

The increase in clustering signal with redshift we have seen
suggests that we may be able to see redshift evolution within our
sample. We divide our clustering sample into two subsamples
with redshift intervals 2:9 $ z $ 3:5 and z % 3:5. The resulting
wp(rp) are shown in Figure 7. The higher redshift bin shows
systematically stronger clustering than does the lower redshift
bin. The fitted parameters are r0 ¼ 16:0 & 1:8 h!1 Mpc and ! ¼
2:43 & 0:43 for 2:9 $ z $ 3:5, and r0 ¼ 22:5 & 2:5 h!1 Mpc
and ! ¼ 2:28 & 0:31 for z % 3:5, where the fitting range is
#4Y150 h!1 Mpc. Using good fields only yields r0 ¼ 17:9 &
1:5 h!1 Mpc and ! ¼ 2:37 & 0:29 for 2:9 $ z $ 3:5, and r0 ¼
25:2 & 2:5 h!1 Mpc and ! ¼ 2:14 & 0:24 for z % 3:5. When
we fix the power-law index to be ! ¼ 2:0 we get slightly dif-
ferent but consistent correlation lengths for each case (Table 4).
Indeed, the clustering of quasars increases strongly with redshift
over the range probed by our sample.

The increase in clustering strength with redshift may be due to
two effects: an ever-increasing bias of the halos hosting quasars
with fixed luminosity with redshift, and luminosity-dependent
clustering. The higher redshift quasars aremore luminous (Table 6
and Fig. 17 of Richards et al. 2006) and may be associated with
more massive halos. At low redshift (zP 3) and moderate lumi-
nosities, luminosity depends on accretion rate as much as black
hole mass, and one expects little dependence of clustering strength
on luminosity (Lidz et al. 2006), as observed (Croom et al. 2005;
A. J. Connolly et al. 2007, in preparation). However, the high-
luminosity, high-redshift quasars in our sample have close to

Eddington luminosities (Kollmeier et al. 2006), and therefore we
may well expect a strong dependence of the clustering signal on
luminosity (Hopkins et al. 2006).We are limited by the relatively
small size of our sample to date, and will explore the dependence
of clustering strength with luminosity in a future paper.
Figure 8 shows the evolution of comoving correlation length

r0 as a function of redshift, where the data points for low-redshift
bins (gray triangles) are taken from Porciani & Norberg (2006;
the 2QZ sample). Data points for the SDSS quasar sample in this
paper are denoted as filled squares, placed at the mean redshifts
for each redshift bin. The black square is for the 0:8 $ z $ 2:1
SDSS quasars, taken from the variable power-law index fit; the
red and green squares are for the 2:9 $ z $ 3:5 bin and the
z % 3:5 bin (with ! fixed to 2.0), both for the all-fields case and
the good-fields case. There are many factors that affect the fitted
value of r0: the 2QZ and the SDSS samples probe different

TABLE 4

Summary of the Fitting Parameters of the Correlation Function

Case "s(s)/"(r)
s0 /r0

(h!1 Mpc) #/! $2/dof s0 /r0 (#, ! = 2.0) $2/dof

z % 2.9:

All, Poisson....................... (s/s0)
!# 10.16 & 3.08 1.71 & 0.43 0.47 . . . . . .

All, jackknife .................... (s/s0)
!# 10.39 & 3.00 1.73 & 0.46 0.37 . . . . . .

All, jackknifea ................... (s/s0)
!# 10.38 & 2.57 2.07 & 0.62 0.62 . . . . . .

Good, Poisson................... (s/s0)
!# 12.72 & 3.25 1.64 & 0.31 0.35 . . . . . .

Good, jackknife................. (s/s0)
!# 10.28 & 2.95 1.43 & 0.28 0.46 . . . . . .

z % 2.9:

All, jackknife .................... (r/r0)
!! 16.10 & 1.70 2.33 & 0.32 0.32 14.71 & 1.86 0.42

All, jackknifea ................... (r/r0)
!! 13.60 & 1.83 3.52 & 0.87 0.75 . . . . . .

Good, jackknife................. (r/r0)
!! 15.16 & 2.75 2.05 & 0.28 0.75 14.81 & 1.94 0.68

2.9 $ z $ 3.5:

All, jackknife .................... (r/r0)
!! 16.02 & 1.81 2.43 & 0.43 0.43 14.79 & 2.12 0.52

Good, jackknife................. (r/r0)
!! 17.91 & 1.51 2.37 & 0.29 0.46 16.90 & 1.73 0.56

z % 3.5:

All, jackknife .................... (r/r0)
!! 22.51 & 2.53 2.28 & 0.31 0.50 20.68 & 2.52 0.52

Good, jackknife................. (r/r0)
!! 25.22 & 2.50 2.14 & 0.24 0.32 24.30 & 2.36 0.32

0.8 $ z $ 2.1:

All, jackknife .................... (s/s0)
!# 6.36 & 0.89 1.29 & 0.14 0.88 . . . . . .

(r/r0)
!! 6.47 & 1.55 1.58 & 0.20 0.88 . . . . . .

Notes.—Fitting results for various cases and different redshift bins. The ‘‘Case’’ column indicates whether the correlation function is
measured from all fields or from good fields only; it also indicates the error estimator. Here " s(s) is the redshift-space correlation function, while
"(r) is the real-space correlation function. The last two columns give the correlation length and reduced $2 for the fixed power-law index fits for
selected cases.

a Data points with negative correlation function are included in the fit.

Fig. 8.—Evolution of the comoving correlation length r0 as a function of
redshift. Gray triangles are 2QZ data points taken from Porciani & Norberg
(2006, col. [7] in their Table 3). The black square is for the 0:8 $ z $ 2:1 SDSS
quasars, taken from the variable power-law index fit; the red and green squares are
for the 2:9 $ z $ 3:5 and z % 3:5 bins for the all-fields and good-fields cases,
respectively, taken from the fixed ! ¼ 2:0 fits.
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Surveys at other wavelengths

Different populations are observed at other 
wavelengths:
 Submillimeter  

galaxies AGN - SFGs

Ultra luminous  
IR galaxies 
(ULIRGs)

APEX 
JCMT (SCUBA) 

ALMA

VLA 
NVSS 

LOFAR 
SKA (coming)

Spitzer

Clustering of other populations observed at different wavelengths is 
still poorly constrained because of the lack of large and deep 
surveys.


But, great improvement in the last years with the arrival of new 
instruments.



Surveys at radio wavelengths

Large surveys ongoing which will allow 
precise clustering measurements.

Still lack of precise redshifts.

At radio wavelengths, we can mostly 
detect two different populations: AGNs 
and Star-forming galaxies. 



Surveys at radio wavelengths

T. W. Shimwell et al.: The LOFAR Two-metre Sky Survey – DR1

Fig. 2. Status of the LoTSS observations as of May 2018. The green dots
show the images that are presented in this paper. The red, yellow, and
black dots show the observed pointings (but yet unpublished), point-
ings presently scheduled for observation between May 2018 and May
2020, and unobserved pointings, respectively. The HETDEX Spring
Field region is outlined in blue. The vast majority of the completed cov-
erage (20% of the northern sky) and upcoming observations (an addi-
tional 30% of the northern sky) are regions with low Galactic extinction.

by the observatory2. This high time- and frequency-resolution
data is kept to reduce time and bandwidth smearing to a level that
is tolerable for future studies that will exploit the international
baselines of LOFAR (only antennas within the Netherlands are
used for the primary objectives of LoTSS). The high spectral res-
olution (R ⇠ 5000�7000 or 22–31 km s�1 velocity resolution) of
the data is also facilitating spectral line (Emig et al. 2019) and
spectro-polarimetric studies.

2.2. Direction-independent calibration

The publicly available LOFAR direction-independent calibra-
tion procedure was described in detail by van Weeren et al.
(2016) and Williams et al. (2016) and makes use of the LOFAR
Default Preprocessing Pipeline (DPPP; van Diepen & Dijkema
2018) for averaging and calibration and BlackBoard Selfcal
(BBS; Pandey et al. 2009) for calibration. In Paper I we used
a pipeline implementation3 of this procedure to process the
63 LoTSS data sets that are described in this publication and
we discussed the quality of the images that were produced.
This calibration method is not described again in detail in this
work, but we developed new tools to maintain a high volume
flow of data through this pipeline and we briefly describe these
below.

The LoTSS data are stored in the LOFAR Long Term
Archive (LTA4), which is distributed over three sites–
SURFsara5, Forschungszentrum Jülich6, and Poznań7. The
archived data volume per 8 h pointing is ⇠16 TB, together with
⇠350 GB for each 10 min calibrator observation, which implies
an eventual data volume of ⇠50 PB for the entire 3168 point-
ings of the survey (although this will be reduced by imple-
mentation of the DYSCO compression algorithm; O↵ringa et al.
2012). Downloading these large data sets from the LTA sites to
local facilities is either prohibitively time consuming or expen-
sive. To mitigate this we migrated our direction-independent cal-
ibration processing to the SURFsara Grid facilities. At the time
of writing this consists of several hundred nodes of various sizes
with a total of ⇠7500 compute cores that are linked with a high-
2 ⇠100 of the early LoTSS observations were averaged to 2 s and
24.4 kHz.
3 https://github.com/lofar-astron/prefactor using commit
dd68c57.
4 https://lta.lofar.eu/
5 https://www.surfsara.nl
6 http://www.fz-juelich.de
7 http://www.man.poznan.pl/online/pl/

speed connection of 200 Gbit s�1 peak network tra�c to the Grid
storage, where the SURFsara LTA data are housed. The imple-
mentation of the direction-independent calibration pipeline, and
other LOFAR pipelines, on the SURFsara Grid is described in
detail by Mechev et al. (2017) and Oonk et al. (in prep.) and
summarised briefly below.

The LoTSS data are archived as 244 single SB files and in
our SURFsara implementation of the direction-independent cal-
ibration pipeline each SB of the calibrator is sent to an avail-
able compute node where it is flagged for interference with
AOFLAGGER (O↵ringa et al. 2012), averaged to two channels
per 195 kHz SB and 8 s, and calibrated using a model of the
appropriate calibrator source, which has a flux density scale
consistent with that described in Scaife & Heald (2012). We
note that the Scaife & Heald (2012) flux density scale is con-
sistent with the Perley & Butler (2017) scale to within ⇠5% but
that there are larger discrepancies (⇠5–10%) when comparing
with the Baars et al. (1977) scale (see Scaife & Heald 2012 and
Perley & Butler 2017 for details). Using a single compute node
the resulting 244 calibration tables are combined and used to
derive time-independent amplitude solutions, XX and YY phase
o↵sets, and clock o↵sets for each station. Similarly, on separate
compute nodes, the 244 single SB target files are each flagged,
corrected for ionospheric Faraday rotation8, calibrated using the
calibrator solutions, and averaged to a resolution of two chan-
nels per 195 kHz SB and 8 s. In the final step of the direction-
independent calibration pipeline, the data for each contiguous
10-SB block are sent to di↵erent compute nodes where they are
each combined to a single file that is phase calibrated against
a sky model for the target field, which is generated from the
TGSS-ADR1 catalogue (Intema et al. 2017). This produces 25
10-SB measurement sets for the target field, but the six highest
frequency SBs are empty because there are only 244 SBs in the
highest frequency measurement set.

For the bulk processing of data on the SURFsara facili-
ties we made use of PiCaS9, a CouchDB based token pool
server for heterogeneous compute environments. The PiCaS
server allows millions of tasks to be scheduled on heteroge-
neous resources to monitor these tasks via a web interface and to
provide easy access to logs and diagnostic plots, which helps
ensure that our data quality is high. Examples of these diag-
nostic plots for the HETDEX Spring Field data are shown by
Shimwell et al. (2017). We also make use of archiving and distri-
bution facilities at SURFsara, allowing us to store the direction-
independent calibrated data products (which are reduced from
16 TB to ⇠500 GB per pointing) and freely distribute these
amongst LoTSS team members for analysis and further
processing.

The SURFsara Grid processing facilities enable high-
throughput processing of large data sets stored on the local LTA
site, however the LoTSS data sets are disseminated to all three
LTA sites. Since the LTA sites are not linked to each other
with a high bandwidth connection, the transfer speed to down-
load data from the Forschungszentrum Jülich and Poznań LTA
sites to SURFSara (⇠200 MB s�1) is currently a bottleneck in
our processing. We are therefore working on implementing the
direction-independent calibration pipeline on compute facilities
local to each of the LTA sites.

8 https://github.com/lofar-astron/RMextract
9 http://doc.grid.surfsara.nl/en/latest/Pages/
Practices/picas/picas_overview.html
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LOFAR (at lower frequencies): LoTSS 
survey sky coverage.
Green: published data (424 deg2).
Red and yellow: Observed, not 
published yet.
Black: To be observed.
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Surveys at radio wavelengths

(Overzier et al. 2003)

66 R. A. Overzier et al.: The spatial clustering of radio sources
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Fig. 15. Spatial correlation lengths and 1σ errors derived from the
cosmological w(θ) of the NVSS, assuming an evolution parameter
ε = −1.2, and the ΛCDM model Universe. The dotted line indicates
the flux density limit at which FRI- and FRII-type radio sources con-
tribute roughly equally to 1.4 GHz radio source counts. The dashed
line indicates the flux density limit above which the contribution of
FRIIs is >∼75%. The top axis indicates the effective radio luminosity
as a function of flux density limit.

radio sources from Wall & Jackson (1997), we find that for
S 1.4 > 10 mJy the fractions of FRIs and FRIIs are about equal.
However, for S 1.4 > 100 mJy the fraction of FRIIs is more
than ∼75%. Given the fractional changes of the source popu-
lations with flux density limit, the clustering amplitudes mea-
sured are very well matched by a scenario in which the cluster-
ing of powerful radio sources (mostly FRII) and average power
radio sources (FRI/FRII) are intrinsically different, with FRIIs
being more strongly clustered at z ∼ 1 than the radio galaxy
population on average.

As pointed out by Rengelink (1998) and Rengelink &
Röttgering (1999) the large difference in observing frequencies
and sensitivities of WENSS and GB6 (the limiting 1.4 GHz
flux densities probed by these surveys correspond to 10 mJy for
WENSS and 70 mJy for Greenbank, respectively) only allowed
them to make a comparison between the results, whereas the
detection of the inferred flux-dependency of r 0 within a single
survey would be highly desirable. Our analysis of the clustering
in the single large-area, intermediate-frequency NVSS survey
is in agreement with their conclusions.

6. Discussion

6.1. Clustering measurements from literature
We start this section by making a survey of other clustering
measurements from literature. However, readers may wish to
skip directly to Sect. 6.2 for a discussion on these measure-
ments and the results presented in this paper in their cosmolog-
ical context.

In order to compare results from different studies, all values
taken from literature were converted assuming a fixed slope

γ = 1.8 by setting r0,1.8 = (r0,γ)γ/1.8. All correlation lengths
are expressed in comoving units, and we have transformed all
values to a ΛCDM cosmology (see Magliocchetti et al. 2000).
Please note that the list given below is not complete, and the
reader is kindly invited to consult the individual papers and the
references therein for further information.

6.1.1. Clusters

Estimates of the correlation length of rich Abell clusters are
given by Bahcall & Soneira (1983) and Postman et al. (1992)
who found r0 = 24± 9 h−1 Mpc. Lahav et al. (1989) found r0 =
21 ± 7 h−1 Mpc from an all-sky sample of the brightest X-ray
clusters, and Dalton et al. (1994) and Croft et al. (1997) found
r0 = 19 ± 5 h−1 Mpc and r0 = 16 ± 4 h−1 Mpc, respectively,
for clusters selected from the APM Galaxy Survey. Recently,
Gonzalez et al. (2002) measured the correlation length of dis-
tant clusters in the Las Campanas Distant Cluster Survey and
found a correlation length of 24.8 ± 4.5 h−1 Mpc at z̄ = 0.42.

Different studies may have sampled clusters of different de-
grees of richness, which can account for most of the scatter in
the reported values. In general, however, all results are con-
sistent with clusters being the most strongly clustered objects
known in the Universe.

6.1.2. Optically-selected ordinary galaxies and IRAS
galaxies

Bright early-type galaxies are found to have a strongly clus-
tered distribution in the local Universe. Willmer et al. (1998)
find r0 = 6.8 ± 0.4 h−1 Mpc for local L >∼ L∗ ellipti-
cals, and Guzzo et al. (1997) measure a considerably higher
r0 = 11.4 ± 1.3 h−1 Mpc for a sample of similar galaxies.
Although these results are only consistent with each other
at the 3σ level, the latter sample contains a higher fraction
of local clusters, presumably responsible for boosting the r 0.
The dependence of galaxy clustering on luminosity and spec-
tral type has been studied using the ongoing 2 degree Field
Galaxy Redshift Survey (2dFGRS). Norberg et al. (2002) find
r0 = 11.8 ± 1.6 h−1 Mpc for the brightest early-type galax-
ies in the 2dFGRS. Moreover, they find a strong dependence
of clustering strength on luminosity, with the amplitude in-
creasing by a factor of ∼2.5 between L∗ and 4L∗. The ordi-
nary population of galaxies has been found to be less strongly
clustered than the population consisting of local (bright) ellip-
ticals: Loveday et al. (1995) find r0 = 4.7 ± 0.2 h−1 Mpc from
the APM survey. At higher redshifts, the clustering strength
in a sample of faint K-selected galaxies with minimum rest-
frame luminosities of MK = −23.5, or about 0.5L∗, is found
to be fairly rapidly declining with redshift: Carlberg et al.
(1997) find r0 = 3.3 ± 0.1 h−1 Mpc, r0 = 2.3 ± 0.2 h−1 Mpc,
r0 = 1.6±0.2 h−1 Mpc, and r0 = 1.2±0.2 h−1 Mpc, at z = 0.34,
z = 0.62, z = 0.97, and z = 1.39, respectively. Carlberg
et al. (2000) present measurements on a sample of L ∼ L ∗
galaxies up to z ≈ 0.6 and find a much milder decline from
r0 = 5.1 ± 0.1 h−1 Mpc at z = 0.10 to r0 = 4.2 ± 0.4 h−1 Mpc at
z = 0.59.

Constraints of the angular correlation function for 
sources detected at radio wavelengths from NVSS 
and FIRST.
The correlation length increase for higher fluxes, 
where the population is more dominated by powerful 
FRII radio galaxies.
Powerful (FRII) radio galaxies probe significantly 
more massive structures compared to radio galaxies 
of average power at z ∼ 1.



Clustering of radio sources

AGN are significantly more strongly clustered than SFGs implying that 
AGN are hosted by more massive haloes than SFGs. 

10 Hale et al.

Figure 5. TPCF and fit for All SFGs (top panel), SFGs with z < 1 (bottom panel). The left panel shows the TPCF, the red solid
line represents the power law best fit to !(✓) and the dashed blue line is the same as the red line but with the integral constraint, �2

subtracted from it. The inset in the top right corner shows the probability density function for the value of A to fit the TPCF, with the
dashed line showing the best fit value. The right panel shows the corresponding P.D.F. for r0.

sub-populations, we restrict the redshift range to z < 1

(Figures 7 and 8, middle panel). In this case the HLAGN
and MLAGN samples both have zmed ⇠ 0.7, and we find
r0 = 5.8+1.4

�1.8 Mpc h
�1 (b = 1.8+0.4

�0.5
) for HLAGN and r0 =

9.7+1.2
�1.3 Mpc h

�1 for MLAGN (b = 2.9 ± 0.3). As the red-
shift distributions are now comparable, this implies MLAGN
reside in significantly more clustered environments than
HLAGN. We therefore find strong evidence that the halo
mass and the observed e�ciency of the AGN are related.
We also measure the clustering for HLAGN and MLAGN at
high redshifts (z � 1), to investigate the evolution of the two
populations. In this case HLAGN have r0 = 6.5+1.5

�1.9 Mpc h
�1

(b = 3.2+0.7
�0.9 , zmed = 1.85), whereas MLAGN have r0 =

11.3+2.5
�3.0 Mpc h

�1 (b = 4.3+0.9
�1.1, zmed ⇠ 1.3). Although the me-

dian redshift of the HLAGN is much larger than that of the
MLAGN and so their clustering is not directly comparable,
we still find evidence that the MLAGN reside in more mas-
sive haloes at these high redshifts.

We note that the S
3 simulation does not separate AGN

into HLAGN and MLAGN, but uses the radio morphology
characterisation of FRIs and FRIIs. We therefore do not
have a completely reliable estimate of the flux distribution
of these individual AGN populations. This will a↵ect which
sources are recovered in the random catalogue after being
injected into the noisy map, but mainly a↵ects those ran-
dom sources with flux densities near the 5.5� flux limit. To
investigate whether this would have an e↵ect on our cluster-
ing results, we tested this on our whole redshift and z < 1

sub-sample, using a more conservative, fixed flux limit of
22µJy. With this higher flux limit, we also found MLAGN
are appearing more clustered than HLAGN, suggesting the
assumed source flux distribution in generating the random
catalogue is not influencing our comparisons.

MNRAS 000, 1–20 (2017)

Clustering of radio sources in COSMOS 11

Figure 6. TPCF and fits for All AGN (top panel), AGN with z < 1 (middle panel) and AGN with z � 1 (bottom panel). The left panel
shows the TPCF, the red solid line represents the power law best fit to !(✓) and the dashed blue line is the same as the red line but
with the integral constraint, �2 subtracted from it. The inset in the top right corner shows the probability density function for the value
of A to fit the TPCF, with the dashed line showing the best fit value. The right panel shows the corresponding P.D.F. for r0.

MNRAS 000, 1–20 (2017)

(Hale et al. 2018)

Clustering of ~1,800 Star forming galaxies at z<1 Clustering of ~1,100 AGNs at z<1

Angular correlation function of star forming galaxies and AGNs 
detected at radio wavelengths at z<1, from the VLA-COSMOS project 
(This cover ~2 deg2 and contains ~10,000 objects.

r0~ 5Mpc/h r0~ 6.9 Mpc/h



Clustering of radio sources

(Hale et al. 2018)

Evolution of the correlation length for Star forming galaxies and AGNs

14 Hale et al.

Figure 9. Comparison of our r0 values (open circles) to previous studies for: All galaxies (top); SFGs (bottom left) and AGN (bottom
right). These are for for all z, z < 1 and z � 1 where appropriate. Previous work is from: Overzier et al. (2003) (magenta pentagon);
Magliocchetti et al. (2004) (orange downwards triangles); Gilli et al. (2005) (yellow left triangles - for the Chandra Deep Field North
and South fields); Gilli et al. (2007) (purple right triangles - for the GOODS-North and GOODS-South fields); Gilli et al. (2009) (pink
thin diamonds - for: All AGN; All AGN with a spike in galaxies at z ⇠ 0.36 removed; z ⇠ 1 AGN; z < 1 AGN, z < 1 AGN with a spike
in galaxies at z ⇠ 0.36 removed; AGN with z � 1 ); Starikova et al. (2012) (green octagon); Magliocchetti et al. (2013) (cyan hexagons -
showing points for IRAS galaxies; the COSMOS field; Extended Groth Strip; GOODS-South field); Lindsay et al. (2014a) (blue stars);
Dolley et al. (2014) (pale blue pentagons - over a range of redshifts) and Magliocchetti et al. (2017) (red diamonds). This is adapted from
Figure 4 in Magliocchetti et al. (2017). For all studies shown, the redshift presented are the median redshift of the sample, however the
samples will span a large range in redshifts, which is not shown. The lines show the evolution of r0 as expected from Wilman et al. (2008)
for: Radio Quiet Quasars (RQQ, dashed); Star Forming Galaxies (SFG, dot-dashed); StarBursts (SB, dotted); Fanaro↵-Riley Type 1
AGN (FRI, solid black) and Fanaro↵-Riley Type 2 AGN (FRII, solid grey). The decline in r0 for some of these lines (e.g. for SBs and
FRIs) at z > 1.5 is related to the constant bias imposed by Wilman et al. (2008) at high redshift.

4 DISCUSSION

4.1 Clustering of All Radio Sources

Our measurements of the clustering length of all radio
sources, along with the SFGs and AGN versus redshift are
shown in Figure 9, along with some previous measurements

from the literature. These include clustering measurements
made using radio surveys as well as samples selected from
other wavelengths.

Figure 9 (top) shows our results compared to those in
Lindsay et al. (2014a) who used the radio survey data from
the FIRST survey with a flux limit of 1mJy and Maglioc-
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Small surveys and low resolution, for example:

No. 2, 2009 LABOCA SURVEY OF THE ECDFS 1203

spirals pattern. OTF maps were done with a scanning velocity of
2 arcmin s−1 and a spacing orthogonal to the scanning direction
of 1′. For the spiral mode, the telescope traces in two scans
spirals with radii between 2′ and 3′ at 16 and 9 positions (the
raster) spaced by 10′ in azimuth and elevation (see Figure 9 in
Siringo et al. 2009 for a plot of this scanning pattern). The radii
and spacings of the spirals were optimized for uniform noise
coverage across the 30′ × 30′ region, while keeping telescope
overheads at a minimum. The scanning speed varies between 2
and 3 arcmin s−1, modulating the source signals into the useful
post-detection frequency band (0.1–12.5 Hz) of LABOCA,
while providing at least three measurements per beam at the
data rate of 25 samples per second even at the highest scanning
velocity.

Absolute flux calibration was achieved through observations
of Mars, Uranus, and Neptune as well as secondary calibrators
(V883 Ori, NGC 2071 and VY CMa) and was found to be
accurate within 8.5% (rms). The atmospheric attenuation was
determined via skydips every ∼2 hr as well as from independent
data from the APEX radiometer which measures the line-of-
sight water vapor column every minute (see Siringo et al. 2009,
for a more detailed description). Focus settings were typically
determined a few times per night and checked during sunrise
depending on the availability of suitable sources. Pointing was
checked on the nearby quasars PMNJ0457-2324, PMNJ0106-
4034, and PMNJ0403-3605 and found to be stable within
3′′ (rms).

The data were reduced using the Bolometer array data
Analysis software (BoA; F. Schuller et al. 2009, in preparation).
Reduction steps on the time series (time-ordered data of each
bolometer) include temperature drift correction based on two
“blind” bolometers (whose horns have been sealed to block
the sky signal), flat fielding, calibration, opacity correction,
flagging of unsuitable data (bad bolometers and/or data taken
outside reasonable telescope scanning velocity and acceleration
limits) as well as de-spiking. The correlated noise removal was
performed using the median signal of all bolometers in the
array as well as on groups of bolometers related by the wiring
and in the electronics (see Siringo et al. 2009). After the de-
correlation, frequencies below 0.5 Hz were filtered using a noise
whitening algorithm. Dead or noisy bolometers were identified
based on the noise level of the reduced time series for each
detector. The number of useful bolometers is typically ∼250.
The data quality of each scan was evaluated using the mean
rms of all useful detectors before correcting for the atmospheric
attenuation (which effectively measures the instrumental noise
equivalent flux density (NEFD)) and based on the number of
spikes (measuring interferences). After omitting bad data we
are left with an on-source integration time of ∼200 hr. Each
good scan was then gridded into a spatial intensity and a
weighting map with a pixel size of 6′′ ×6′′. This pixel size (∼1/
3 of the beam size) well oversamples the beam and therefore
accurately preserves the spatial information in the map. Weights
are calculated based on the rms of each time series contributing
to a certain grid point in the map. Individual maps were coadded
noise-weighted. The resulting map was used in a second iteration
of the reduction to flag those parts of the time streams with
sources of a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) >3.7σ . This cutoff
is defined by our source extraction algorithm. The reduction
with the significant sources flagged guarantees that the source
fluxes are not affected by filtering and baseline subtraction and
essentially corresponds to the very same reduction steps that
have been performed on the calibrators.

Figure 1. Flux (top) and signal-to-noise (bottom) map of the ECDFS at a spatial
resolution of 27′′ (beam smoothed). The white box shows the full 30′ × 30′

of the ECDFS as defined by the GEMS project. The white contour shows the
1.6 mJy beam−1 noise level that has been used to define the field size for source
extraction yielding a search area of 1260 arcmin2. The circles in the top panel
indicate the location of the sources listed in Table 1.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

To remove remaining low-frequency noise artifacts we con-
volved the final coadded map with a 90′′ Gaussian kernel and
subtracted the resulting large-scale structures (LSSs) from the
unsmoothed map. The convolution kernel has been adjusted to
match the low-frequency excess in the map. This step is effec-
tively equivalent to the low-frequency behavior of an optimal
point-source (Wiener) filtering operation (Laurent et al. 2005).
The effective decrease of the source fluxes (∼5%) for this well-
defined operation has been taken into account by scaling the
fluxes accordingly. Finally the map was beam smoothed (con-
volved by the beam size of 19.′′2) to optimally filter the high
frequencies for point sources. This step reduces the spatial res-
olution to ≈27′′. The signal and signal to noise presentations of
our final data product is shown in Figure 1.

To ensure that above reduction steps do not affect the flux
calibration of our map, we performed the same reduction
steps on simulated time streams with known source fluxes and
artificial correlated and Gaussian noise. These tests verified that

(Weiss et al. 2009)

Surveys at submillimeter wavelengths

2017: SCUBA2 Cosmology Legacy Survey (S2CLS) 
 3,000 SMGs over 5 deg2 at 850 µm (Geach et al. 2017)1792 J. E. Geach et al.

Figure 1. The JCMT SCUBA-2 Cosmology Legacy Survey: montage of signal-to-noise ratio maps indicating relative coverage in the seven extragalactic
fields (see also Table 1). This survey has detected approximately 3000 submillimetre sources over approximately 5 deg2. The two bright sources identified are
‘Orochi’, an extremely bright SMG first reported by Ikarashi et al. (2011) in UKIDSS-UDS, and NCG 6543 in Akari-NEP. For scale comparison, we show the
850 µm map of the UKIDSS-UDS from the SCUBA HAlf DEgree Survey (SHADES; Coppin et al. 2006) and the footprint of the Hubble Space Telescope
WFPC2, corresponding to the size of the SCUBA map of the Hubble Deep Field from Hughes et al. (1998) – one of the first deep extragalactic maps at 850 µm.
Note that the size of the primary beam of the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) at 850 µm is comparable to the size of the JCMT beam:
the full S2CLS survey subtends a solid angle over 100 000 times the ALMA primary beam at 850 µm. The angular scale of 30 arcmin subtends approximately
5 comoving Mpc at the typical redshift of the SMG population, z ≈ 2.

Table 1. S2CLS survey fields (see also Fig. 1). Right Ascension and Declination refer to the central pointing (J2000). The area corresponds to map
regions where the root mean squared instrumental noise is below 2 mJy. Note that at the end of the survey, the COSMOS field was only 50 per cent
completed; remainder is now being observed to equivalent depth in a new survey (S2-COSMOS, PI: Smail; Simpson et al., in preparation).

Field name R.A. Dec. Area 1σ 850 µm depth Scan recipe Astrometric reference
(deg2) (mJy beam−1)

Akari-North Ecliptic Pole 17 55 53 +66 35 58 0.60 1.2 45 arcmin PONG Takagi et al. (2012) 24 µm
COSMOS 10 00 30 +02 15 02 2.22 1.6 2×2 45 arcmin PONG Sanders et al. (2007) 3.6 µm
Extended Groth Strip 14 17 41 +52 32 15 0.32 1.2 6×1 15 arcmin PONG Barmby et al. (2008) 3.6 µm
GOODS-N 12 36 51 +62 12 52 0.07 1.1 15 arcmin PONG Spitzer-GOODS-N MIPS 24 µm cataloguea

Lockman Hole North 10 46 07 +59 01 17 0.28 1.1 30 arcmin PONG Surace et al. (2005) 3.6 µm
SSA22 22 17 36 +00 19 23 0.28 1.2 30 arcmin PONG Lehmer et al. (2009) 3.6 µm
UKIDSS-Ultra Deep Survey 02 17 49 −05 05 55 0.96 0.9 60 arcmin PONG UKIDSS-UDS Data Release 8 3.6 µmb

airsa.ipac.caltech.edu/data/SPITZER/docs/spitzermission/observingprograms/legacy/goods
bwww.nottingham.ac.uk/astronomy/UDS
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 2009: LABOCA ECDFS Submillimetre Survey (LESS), 
126 SMGs over 0.25 deg2 (Weiss et al. 2009)



Submillimeter galaxies is a population of dusty 
galaxies with strong emission at submillimeter 
wavelengths. The strong UV radiation from stars in 
these galaxies are absorbed by the dust and re-
emitted at sub-millimeter wavelengths. 

SMGs are:

• Extremely luminous (LIR ∼ 1012 − 1013 L⊙)

• Massive (M⋆ ∼ 1 − 2 × 1011 M⊙)

• Highly star forming (star formation rate (SFR) ∼ 
100 − 1000 M⊙ yr−1 )

• Peaking at redshifts z ∼ 2.2−2.5 
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Figure 10. ALMA 870 µm contours (green) on false-color multiwavelength images produced from the VLA 1.4 GHz (red) and MIPS 24 µm (blue) data. The dashed
circle indicates the search radius used by Biggs et al. (2011) to statistically identify radio and mid-infrared counterparts to the LESS sources, and the small white/yellow
squares indicate the positions of the predicted robust/tentative counterparts. The synthesized beam of the ALMA data is shown in the bottom left corner of each map,
and the large circle indicates the primary beam FWHM. ALMA contours are in steps of 1σ starting at ±2σ . Note that LESS 52, 56, 64, and 125 were not observed
with ALMA, and the quality of the ALMA maps for LESS 48 and 60 is so poor that we do not show them here.

(An extended version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

below 5 mJy). If we include tentative counterparts, then the flux
density above which the predictions are 75% complete drops to
only 3 mJy, below which only 25% of the SMGs were predicted
with robust/tentative radio/mid-infrared counterparts.

We can also test how many of the total number of predicted
counterparts are now confirmed (i.e., the reliability). Consid-
ering only robust IDs, there are a total of 57 distinct proposed
radio/mid-infrared counterparts in maps covered by the ALESS
MAIN sample. Of these counterparts, 45 are confirmed by the
ALMA maps. Therefore, 80% of the robust radio/mid-infrared
IDs have been confirmed by the ALMA maps, and 20% have
been shown to be incorrect. Although formally the robust IDs
should have a >95% chance of being correct, a reliability of
80% is still encouraging given the uncertainties. Moreover, our
results really only give a lower limit on the reliability, since there

may be some counterparts with submillimeter emission just be-
low our detection threshold. For example, in LESS 2, there is
a predicted counterpart at the position of a ∼3σ submillimeter
peak, which is just below our detection threshold but (given this
alignment) likely real. If we consider both robust and tentative
IDs, then there are a total of 85 radio/mid-infrared counterparts
(57 robust + 28 tentative) falling in MAIN sample maps. Of
these, 54 are confirmed by the ALMA maps (∼65%).

Note that we did not include the blank maps in the above
analysis, even though they are also of high quality, since
the positions of the SMG(s) in those maps remain uncon-
strained. Of the 17 blank maps, 11 have at least one predicted
radio/mid-IR counterpart. In several cases—e.g., LESS 27,
LESS 47, LESS 95 (slightly offset), and LESS 120—these coun-
terparts coincide with a ∼3σ submillimeter peak, indicating that

17
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below 5 mJy). If we include tentative counterparts, then the flux
density above which the predictions are 75% complete drops to
only 3 mJy, below which only 25% of the SMGs were predicted
with robust/tentative radio/mid-infrared counterparts.

We can also test how many of the total number of predicted
counterparts are now confirmed (i.e., the reliability). Consid-
ering only robust IDs, there are a total of 57 distinct proposed
radio/mid-infrared counterparts in maps covered by the ALESS
MAIN sample. Of these counterparts, 45 are confirmed by the
ALMA maps. Therefore, 80% of the robust radio/mid-infrared
IDs have been confirmed by the ALMA maps, and 20% have
been shown to be incorrect. Although formally the robust IDs
should have a >95% chance of being correct, a reliability of
80% is still encouraging given the uncertainties. Moreover, our
results really only give a lower limit on the reliability, since there

may be some counterparts with submillimeter emission just be-
low our detection threshold. For example, in LESS 2, there is
a predicted counterpart at the position of a ∼3σ submillimeter
peak, which is just below our detection threshold but (given this
alignment) likely real. If we consider both robust and tentative
IDs, then there are a total of 85 radio/mid-infrared counterparts
(57 robust + 28 tentative) falling in MAIN sample maps. Of
these, 54 are confirmed by the ALMA maps (∼65%).

Note that we did not include the blank maps in the above
analysis, even though they are also of high quality, since
the positions of the SMG(s) in those maps remain uncon-
strained. Of the 17 blank maps, 11 have at least one predicted
radio/mid-IR counterpart. In several cases—e.g., LESS 27,
LESS 47, LESS 95 (slightly offset), and LESS 120—these coun-
terparts coincide with a ∼3σ submillimeter peak, indicating that
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Clustering of submillimeter galaxies



Clustering of submillimeter galaxies

Angular cross-correlation function of 365 
Submillimeter galaxies from S2CLS reveal correlation 
lengths of ~4.1± 2 Mpc/h at redshift between 1 and 3.
Because the small data, cross-correlation techniques 
are used in this case.

1386 A. Wilkinson et al.

Figure 2. Top panel: the correlation functions for all 1 < z < 3 submill-
metre galaxies and the subset of radio-detected submillimetre galaxies. The
correlation functions are determined by multiplying their corresponding
cross-correlation functions by (b2

CCF/b2
tracer), where b is the galaxy bias. The

solid lines are dark matter correlation functions fitted on to the observed
galaxy correlation functions. Bottom panel: the clustering strength r0 as a
function of redshift. Open green and purple points are clustering measure-
ments of all the SMGs and SMGs identified with the radio counterparts,
respectively, at redshifts 1 < z < 3. The black points are clustering results
from previous studies: Webb et al. (2003), Blain et al. (2004), Weiß et al.
(2009), Williams et al. (2011) and Hickox et al. (2012). The curves represent
the predicted clustering strengths for dark matter haloes of varying masses
(labelled, in solar masses), produced using the formalism of Mo & White
(2002).

the largest SMG sample in a similar analysis prior to this study.
Our measured clustering strengths are also consistent with previous
clustering studies of IR galaxies selected at shorter wavelengths
(e.g. Farrah et al. 2006; Cooray et al. 2010; Maddox et al. 2010;
Mitchell-Wynne et al. 2012, where the latter three studied SMGs in
the Herschel field).

It appears at first sight that, on average, SMGs are not as strongly
clustered as previously thought. Alternatively, the SMG cluster-
ing could be more complex and may be dependent on redshift,
large-scale environment and merger history. Chapman et al. (2009)
discussed the dependence of a complex bias on the large-scale envi-
ronment and merger history. They proposed that SMGs may reside

in smaller haloes than would be inferred from the linear bias model
assumed in the halo modelling for this study. In that case, SMGs
do not necessarily trace the most massive dark matter haloes in the
Universe.

The relatively low clustering measurement we derive may be af-
fected by the complex nature of SMG clustering that evolves with
redshift. Limiting our redshift interval size to 1.5 < z < 3.0 and
cross-correlating the resulting sample of 327 SMGs (!weight = 244),
we find SMGs are more strongly clustered, with a bias b = 4.40 ±
0.86, in better agreement with previous studies. This stronger clus-
tering signal suggests that the excluded low-redshift SMGs are
weakly clustered and they are diluting the stronger clustering ex-
hibited by higher-redshift SMGs. This indicates a possible red-
shift evolution in SMG clustering, which we explore, in detail, in
Section 4.2.

Previous studies had small sample sizes, typically comprising the
more luminous (radio-identified) SMGs. In contrast, our sample of
SMGs includes many fainter counterparts and a significant fraction
(∼50 per cent) having no strong radio emission. Therefore, it is pos-
sible that previous clustering measurements were biased towards the
brightest radio SMGs, which may be a more extreme luminous sub-
set of the SMG population. To test this claim, in Fig. 2, we present
the clustering measurement of SMGs that have radio counterparts
only. We find radio SMGs to be slightly more strongly clustered
with respect to all SMGs, with bias b = 3.20 ± 1.12, correlation
length r0 = 6.8+2.7

−2.6 h−1 Mpc and halo mass Mhalo ∼ 1013 M#. This
measurement is also consistent with previous studies, in good agree-
ment with Blain et al. (2004) and Hickox et al. (2012), within 1σ

errors. The improved consistency suggests that the previously stud-
ied higher luminosity radio SMGs tend to reside in higher mass
haloes. Investigating the possibility of the clustering dependence
on radio emission and S850 µm flux density further would require
a much larger sample of SMGs than even we have presently. We
attempted to measure the clustering strength as a function of S850 µm

flux density for the SMG sample at redshifts 1 < z < 3. We found
no significant trend, however, since the uncertainties were too large.

Finally, it is worth noting that clustering measurements per-
formed with single-dish surveys are subjected to a blending bias
(e.g. Hodge et al. 2013; Karim et al. 2013; Cowley et al. 2016).
This describes the contribution to the clustering signal due to the
blending of SMGs into single submillimetre sources as a result of
the low resolution. We discuss this in detail in Section 4.3. Summa-
rizing briefly, Cowley et al. (2016) simulated this effect at 850 µm
to match observations in the SCUBA-2 map. They suggest that the
confusion between the sources can artificially increase the galaxy
bias measurements by a factor of ∼2 and that any galaxy bias mea-
sured with a single-dish survey must be corrected for by this factor.
We note that the factor ∼4 derived in Cowley et al. (2016) ap-
plies to the clustering amplitude, A, for which this quantity scales
with the galaxy bias squared b2. In addition, surveys with larger
beams are subjected to a greater blending bias. The Hickox et al.
(2012) and Weiß et al. (2009) clustering measurements were car-
ried out with the ECDFS LABOCA survey, which has a full width
at half-maximum beam of ∼20 arcsec. Similarly, Williams et al.
(2011) utilized the 28 arcsec Astronomical Thermal Emission Cam-
era (AzTEC; on the Atacama Submillimeter Telescope Experiment)
beam, selecting SMGs at 1100 µm. The clustering measurements
in the previous literature could therefore be subjected to a larger
correction than the value derived for the current SCUBA-2 survey.
It is likely that correcting for blending would bring previous studies
into better agreement with the clustering measurements presented
here.
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Table 1. Table of clustering measurements used in Fig. 4. The columns shown are: number of galaxies, the sum of weights (the expected number of galaxies
from the redshift probability distributions), redshift intervals, galaxy bias (plotted in Fig. 4), 1σ uncertainty on the bias, the clustering strengths (in units of
h−1 Mpc) and their 1σ uncertainties, estimated blending bias (bb) for SMGs (see Section 4.3) and SMG galaxy bias corrected for blending bias.

Ngal "weight zmin zmax b σ b r0 bb bcorr

Sub-millimetre

61 39.95 1.0 1.5 1.20 0.89 3.19+2.72
−2.48 1.28 0.94

127 76.50 1.5 2.0 1.03 0.96 2.19+2.36
−2.08 1.18 0.87

172 82.74 2.0 2.5 3.86 1.07 7.98+2.48
−2.41 1.15 3.36

176 84.31 2.5 3.0 5.00 1.21 9.08+2.47
−2.41 1.23 4.07

127 50.77 3.0 3.5 8.81 2.75 14.87+5.24
−5.06 1.22 7.22

Radio sub-millimetre

51 36.57 1.0 1.5 1.10 1.01 2.89+3.07
−2.71 1.28 0.87

70 45.72 1.5 2.0 1.65 1.09 3.69+2.79
−2.58 1.18 1.40

78 43.55 2.0 2.5 2.81 1.48 5.59+3.15
−3.15 1.15 2.44

64 31.46 2.5 3.0 5.93 2.14 10.98+4.48
−4.30 1.22 4.86

Star-forming

706 540.61 0.0 0.5 0.53 0.15 2.16+0.69
−0.67 – –

2208 1774.09 0.5 1.0 0.88 0.13 2.87+0.48
−0.47 – –

2664 1854.41 1.0 1.5 1.92 0.14 5.37+0.44
−0.43 – –

2231 1351.12 1.5 2.0 1.81 0.21 4.09+0.53
−0.52 – –

1840 914.25 2.0 2.5 3.69 0.37 7.56+0.85
−0.84 – –

1275 639.00 2.5 3.0 5.25 0.52 9.59+1.06
−1.05 – –

Passive

480 398.07 0.0 0.5 0.95 0.22 4.13+1.07
−1.05 – –

2160 1809.48 0.5 1.0 1.83 0.14 6.48+0.55
−0.55 – –

2219 1678.81 1.0 1.5 2.45 0.15 7.04+0.48
−0.48 – –

1423 936.83 1.5 2.0 2.60 0.25 6.12+0.66
−0.65 – –

739 350.28 2.0 2.5 6.24 0.59 13.55+1.43
−1.42 – –

531 228.49 2.5 3.0 7.69 0.74 14.65+1.57
−1.56 – –

Star-forming+Passive

1018 457.22 3.0 3.5 5.01 1.09 7.94+1.94
−1.89 – –

(2010) and the implementation described in Hartley et al. (2013).
We fit a second-order polynomial to the redshift-dependent mass
limits (Mlim = −0.13z2 + 1.07z + 8.00, in log solar mass units).
For the volume-limited tracer galaxy population used in the cross-
correlation analysis, we apply this redshift-dependent mass com-
pleteness limit and reject galaxies with stellar masses below Mlim.
We caution that the UVJ selection becomes increasingly unreliable
for z > 3, making passive galaxies difficult to identify correctly.
Therefore, for the highest-redshift interval, we combine the passive
and star-forming samples together into a combined sample of 1018
galaxies. We use these samples to compare the clustering of SMGs
with those of typical star-forming and passive galaxies within the
same redshift intervals. We give details of the various samples in
Table 1.

3 C LUSTERING A NA LY SIS

To analyse the clustering properties of galaxy populations, we evalu-
ate the two-point autocorrelation function (ACF). Because we detect
galaxies on a 2D-projected surface, we use the angular version of
this function, a projection of the three-dimensional spatial correla-
tion function (Peebles 1980). The ACF provides us a robust way of

tracing the dependence of large-scale structure on galaxy properties
and evolution through redshift.

The ACF, w(θ ), is a measure of the excess probability, compared
with a random distribution, of finding a galaxy at an angular sep-
aration θ from another galaxy. We use the Landy & Szalay (1993)
estimator, described by

w(θ ) = DD(θ ) − 2DR(θ ) + RR(θ )
RR(θ )

, (1)

where DD(θ ), DR(θ ) and RR(θ ) are the galaxy–galaxy, galaxy–
random and random–random normalized pair counts, respectively.

We note that our observed field is finite in size, which can lead
to an underestimation of the clustering by a factor that is defined
as the integral constraint. We use the formalism of Roche & Eales
(1999),

C =
∑

RR(θ ).w(θ )∑
RR(θ )

, (2)

which is dependent on the intrinsic clustering of galaxies, normally
by adopting some form for w(θ ). Following the method of Hartley
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Table 1. Table of clustering measurements used in Fig. 4. The columns shown are: number of galaxies, the sum of weights (the expected number of galaxies
from the redshift probability distributions), redshift intervals, galaxy bias (plotted in Fig. 4), 1σ uncertainty on the bias, the clustering strengths (in units of
h−1 Mpc) and their 1σ uncertainties, estimated blending bias (bb) for SMGs (see Section 4.3) and SMG galaxy bias corrected for blending bias.
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2160 1809.48 0.5 1.0 1.83 0.14 6.48+0.55
−0.55 – –

2219 1678.81 1.0 1.5 2.45 0.15 7.04+0.48
−0.48 – –

1423 936.83 1.5 2.0 2.60 0.25 6.12+0.66
−0.65 – –

739 350.28 2.0 2.5 6.24 0.59 13.55+1.43
−1.42 – –

531 228.49 2.5 3.0 7.69 0.74 14.65+1.57
−1.56 – –

Star-forming+Passive

1018 457.22 3.0 3.5 5.01 1.09 7.94+1.94
−1.89 – –

(2010) and the implementation described in Hartley et al. (2013).
We fit a second-order polynomial to the redshift-dependent mass
limits (Mlim = −0.13z2 + 1.07z + 8.00, in log solar mass units).
For the volume-limited tracer galaxy population used in the cross-
correlation analysis, we apply this redshift-dependent mass com-
pleteness limit and reject galaxies with stellar masses below Mlim.
We caution that the UVJ selection becomes increasingly unreliable
for z > 3, making passive galaxies difficult to identify correctly.
Therefore, for the highest-redshift interval, we combine the passive
and star-forming samples together into a combined sample of 1018
galaxies. We use these samples to compare the clustering of SMGs
with those of typical star-forming and passive galaxies within the
same redshift intervals. We give details of the various samples in
Table 1.

3 C LUSTERING A NA LY SIS

To analyse the clustering properties of galaxy populations, we evalu-
ate the two-point autocorrelation function (ACF). Because we detect
galaxies on a 2D-projected surface, we use the angular version of
this function, a projection of the three-dimensional spatial correla-
tion function (Peebles 1980). The ACF provides us a robust way of

tracing the dependence of large-scale structure on galaxy properties
and evolution through redshift.

The ACF, w(θ ), is a measure of the excess probability, compared
with a random distribution, of finding a galaxy at an angular sep-
aration θ from another galaxy. We use the Landy & Szalay (1993)
estimator, described by

w(θ ) = DD(θ ) − 2DR(θ ) + RR(θ )
RR(θ )

, (1)

where DD(θ ), DR(θ ) and RR(θ ) are the galaxy–galaxy, galaxy–
random and random–random normalized pair counts, respectively.

We note that our observed field is finite in size, which can lead
to an underestimation of the clustering by a factor that is defined
as the integral constraint. We use the formalism of Roche & Eales
(1999),

C =
∑

RR(θ ).w(θ )∑
RR(θ )

, (2)

which is dependent on the intrinsic clustering of galaxies, normally
by adopting some form for w(θ ). Following the method of Hartley
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Table 1. Table of clustering measurements used in Fig. 4. The columns shown are: number of galaxies, the sum of weights (the expected number of galaxies
from the redshift probability distributions), redshift intervals, galaxy bias (plotted in Fig. 4), 1σ uncertainty on the bias, the clustering strengths (in units of
h−1 Mpc) and their 1σ uncertainties, estimated blending bias (bb) for SMGs (see Section 4.3) and SMG galaxy bias corrected for blending bias.

Ngal "weight zmin zmax b σ b r0 bb bcorr

Sub-millimetre

61 39.95 1.0 1.5 1.20 0.89 3.19+2.72
−2.48 1.28 0.94

127 76.50 1.5 2.0 1.03 0.96 2.19+2.36
−2.08 1.18 0.87

172 82.74 2.0 2.5 3.86 1.07 7.98+2.48
−2.41 1.15 3.36

176 84.31 2.5 3.0 5.00 1.21 9.08+2.47
−2.41 1.23 4.07

127 50.77 3.0 3.5 8.81 2.75 14.87+5.24
−5.06 1.22 7.22

Radio sub-millimetre

51 36.57 1.0 1.5 1.10 1.01 2.89+3.07
−2.71 1.28 0.87

70 45.72 1.5 2.0 1.65 1.09 3.69+2.79
−2.58 1.18 1.40

78 43.55 2.0 2.5 2.81 1.48 5.59+3.15
−3.15 1.15 2.44

64 31.46 2.5 3.0 5.93 2.14 10.98+4.48
−4.30 1.22 4.86

Star-forming

706 540.61 0.0 0.5 0.53 0.15 2.16+0.69
−0.67 – –

2208 1774.09 0.5 1.0 0.88 0.13 2.87+0.48
−0.47 – –

2664 1854.41 1.0 1.5 1.92 0.14 5.37+0.44
−0.43 – –
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−0.52 – –

1840 914.25 2.0 2.5 3.69 0.37 7.56+0.85
−0.84 – –

1275 639.00 2.5 3.0 5.25 0.52 9.59+1.06
−1.05 – –

Passive

480 398.07 0.0 0.5 0.95 0.22 4.13+1.07
−1.05 – –

2160 1809.48 0.5 1.0 1.83 0.14 6.48+0.55
−0.55 – –
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−0.48 – –

1423 936.83 1.5 2.0 2.60 0.25 6.12+0.66
−0.65 – –

739 350.28 2.0 2.5 6.24 0.59 13.55+1.43
−1.42 – –

531 228.49 2.5 3.0 7.69 0.74 14.65+1.57
−1.56 – –

Star-forming+Passive

1018 457.22 3.0 3.5 5.01 1.09 7.94+1.94
−1.89 – –

(2010) and the implementation described in Hartley et al. (2013).
We fit a second-order polynomial to the redshift-dependent mass
limits (Mlim = −0.13z2 + 1.07z + 8.00, in log solar mass units).
For the volume-limited tracer galaxy population used in the cross-
correlation analysis, we apply this redshift-dependent mass com-
pleteness limit and reject galaxies with stellar masses below Mlim.
We caution that the UVJ selection becomes increasingly unreliable
for z > 3, making passive galaxies difficult to identify correctly.
Therefore, for the highest-redshift interval, we combine the passive
and star-forming samples together into a combined sample of 1018
galaxies. We use these samples to compare the clustering of SMGs
with those of typical star-forming and passive galaxies within the
same redshift intervals. We give details of the various samples in
Table 1.

3 C LUSTERING A NA LY SIS

To analyse the clustering properties of galaxy populations, we evalu-
ate the two-point autocorrelation function (ACF). Because we detect
galaxies on a 2D-projected surface, we use the angular version of
this function, a projection of the three-dimensional spatial correla-
tion function (Peebles 1980). The ACF provides us a robust way of

tracing the dependence of large-scale structure on galaxy properties
and evolution through redshift.

The ACF, w(θ ), is a measure of the excess probability, compared
with a random distribution, of finding a galaxy at an angular sep-
aration θ from another galaxy. We use the Landy & Szalay (1993)
estimator, described by

w(θ ) = DD(θ ) − 2DR(θ ) + RR(θ )
RR(θ )

, (1)

where DD(θ ), DR(θ ) and RR(θ ) are the galaxy–galaxy, galaxy–
random and random–random normalized pair counts, respectively.

We note that our observed field is finite in size, which can lead
to an underestimation of the clustering by a factor that is defined
as the integral constraint. We use the formalism of Roche & Eales
(1999),

C =
∑

RR(θ ).w(θ )∑
RR(θ )

, (2)

which is dependent on the intrinsic clustering of galaxies, normally
by adopting some form for w(θ ). Following the method of Hartley
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Figure 9. ALMA 870 µm maps in order of LESS source number. The maps are ∼26′′ per side and have pixels of 0.′′2. Contours start at ±2σ and increase in steps
of 1σ , where σ is the rms noise measured in that map (Table 2). SMGs that appear in the MAIN/supplementary catalog are indicated with red/yellow squares and
labeled with their ALESS sub-ID. For example, the source labeled “1” in the map for LESS 1 corresponds to source ALESS 001.1 in Table 3. The synthesized beam
is shown in the bottom left corner of each map, and the large circle indicates the primary beam FWHM. The images show a range in quality, with fields observed at
low elevation appearing noisier and having more elongated synthesized beams. Note that LESS 52, 56, 64, and 125 were not observed with ALMA, and the quality of
the ALMA maps for LESS 48 and 60 is so poor that we do not show them here.

(An extended version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Despite our high rate of non-detections in the radio, the radio
data still help to identify a larger fraction of ALESS counterparts
overall than the MIPS or IRAC data. If we categorize the results
based on wavelength, then we find that 28% of the correctly
predicted counterparts were based on the radio data alone, 13%
were based on the MIPS data alone, and 31% were based
on IRAC data alone, with an additional 28% based on either
radio + MIPS (26%) or radio + IRAC (2%).

The 55% overall completeness quoted above refers to the
percentage of all ALESS SMGs predicted, regardless of whether
some of the SMGs correspond to the same LESS source (i.e., are
multiples). While there may also be multiple radio/mid-infrared
IDs per field, it may be interesting to look at what fraction of
LESS sources have at least one correct ID. In total, of the 69

LESS sources covered by the MAIN ALESS sample, 52 (75%)
have at least one correct robust or tentative radio/mid-infrared
ID. We find that for those LESS sources with multiple ALESS
SMGs, 80% have at least one SMG that was correctly predicted.
The brightest ALESS SMG is among the predicted SMGs
for the majority (80%) of those cases. Therefore, while the
radio/mid-infrared ID process only predicts 55% of SMGs in
total, it has a higher success rate if we consider only the brightest
SMG in each field.

The flux density distributions of the confirmed
robust/tentative counterparts are shown in Figure 4. The ro-
bust IDs clearly favor the brighter ALESS SMGs, with 75%
of the SMGs above 5 mJy matching previously predicted
radio/mid-infrared counterparts (versus only 35% of the SMGs
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spirals pattern. OTF maps were done with a scanning velocity of
2 arcmin s−1 and a spacing orthogonal to the scanning direction
of 1′. For the spiral mode, the telescope traces in two scans
spirals with radii between 2′ and 3′ at 16 and 9 positions (the
raster) spaced by 10′ in azimuth and elevation (see Figure 9 in
Siringo et al. 2009 for a plot of this scanning pattern). The radii
and spacings of the spirals were optimized for uniform noise
coverage across the 30′ × 30′ region, while keeping telescope
overheads at a minimum. The scanning speed varies between 2
and 3 arcmin s−1, modulating the source signals into the useful
post-detection frequency band (0.1–12.5 Hz) of LABOCA,
while providing at least three measurements per beam at the
data rate of 25 samples per second even at the highest scanning
velocity.

Absolute flux calibration was achieved through observations
of Mars, Uranus, and Neptune as well as secondary calibrators
(V883 Ori, NGC 2071 and VY CMa) and was found to be
accurate within 8.5% (rms). The atmospheric attenuation was
determined via skydips every ∼2 hr as well as from independent
data from the APEX radiometer which measures the line-of-
sight water vapor column every minute (see Siringo et al. 2009,
for a more detailed description). Focus settings were typically
determined a few times per night and checked during sunrise
depending on the availability of suitable sources. Pointing was
checked on the nearby quasars PMNJ0457-2324, PMNJ0106-
4034, and PMNJ0403-3605 and found to be stable within
3′′ (rms).

The data were reduced using the Bolometer array data
Analysis software (BoA; F. Schuller et al. 2009, in preparation).
Reduction steps on the time series (time-ordered data of each
bolometer) include temperature drift correction based on two
“blind” bolometers (whose horns have been sealed to block
the sky signal), flat fielding, calibration, opacity correction,
flagging of unsuitable data (bad bolometers and/or data taken
outside reasonable telescope scanning velocity and acceleration
limits) as well as de-spiking. The correlated noise removal was
performed using the median signal of all bolometers in the
array as well as on groups of bolometers related by the wiring
and in the electronics (see Siringo et al. 2009). After the de-
correlation, frequencies below 0.5 Hz were filtered using a noise
whitening algorithm. Dead or noisy bolometers were identified
based on the noise level of the reduced time series for each
detector. The number of useful bolometers is typically ∼250.
The data quality of each scan was evaluated using the mean
rms of all useful detectors before correcting for the atmospheric
attenuation (which effectively measures the instrumental noise
equivalent flux density (NEFD)) and based on the number of
spikes (measuring interferences). After omitting bad data we
are left with an on-source integration time of ∼200 hr. Each
good scan was then gridded into a spatial intensity and a
weighting map with a pixel size of 6′′ ×6′′. This pixel size (∼1/
3 of the beam size) well oversamples the beam and therefore
accurately preserves the spatial information in the map. Weights
are calculated based on the rms of each time series contributing
to a certain grid point in the map. Individual maps were coadded
noise-weighted. The resulting map was used in a second iteration
of the reduction to flag those parts of the time streams with
sources of a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) >3.7σ . This cutoff
is defined by our source extraction algorithm. The reduction
with the significant sources flagged guarantees that the source
fluxes are not affected by filtering and baseline subtraction and
essentially corresponds to the very same reduction steps that
have been performed on the calibrators.

Figure 1. Flux (top) and signal-to-noise (bottom) map of the ECDFS at a spatial
resolution of 27′′ (beam smoothed). The white box shows the full 30′ × 30′

of the ECDFS as defined by the GEMS project. The white contour shows the
1.6 mJy beam−1 noise level that has been used to define the field size for source
extraction yielding a search area of 1260 arcmin2. The circles in the top panel
indicate the location of the sources listed in Table 1.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

To remove remaining low-frequency noise artifacts we con-
volved the final coadded map with a 90′′ Gaussian kernel and
subtracted the resulting large-scale structures (LSSs) from the
unsmoothed map. The convolution kernel has been adjusted to
match the low-frequency excess in the map. This step is effec-
tively equivalent to the low-frequency behavior of an optimal
point-source (Wiener) filtering operation (Laurent et al. 2005).
The effective decrease of the source fluxes (∼5%) for this well-
defined operation has been taken into account by scaling the
fluxes accordingly. Finally the map was beam smoothed (con-
volved by the beam size of 19.′′2) to optimally filter the high
frequencies for point sources. This step reduces the spatial res-
olution to ≈27′′. The signal and signal to noise presentations of
our final data product is shown in Figure 1.

To ensure that above reduction steps do not affect the flux
calibration of our map, we performed the same reduction
steps on simulated time streams with known source fluxes and
artificial correlated and Gaussian noise. These tests verified that

Weiss et al. 2009

Hodge et al. 2013 
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Figure 4. The projected SMG-galaxy cross-correlation function (derived
using Equation 5). Uncertainties are estimated from bootstrap resampling.
A power-law fit to wp(R) is shown by the solid line, and the projected
correlation function for DM is shown by the dotted line. Fits are performed
over the range in separation of R = 0.3–15 h−1 Mpc. Both the power law
model with γ = 1.8 and a linear scaling of the DM correlation function
provide satisfactory fits to the observed wp(R). Together with the observed
galaxy autocorrelation, this measurement yields the clustering amplitude
and DM halo mass for the SMGs, as described in § 4.

to that of the power-law model in which the slope γ is allowed to
float.

To determine bS we therefore need to estimate bG. We obtain
bG for the galaxies from their angular autocorrelation in a similar
manner to that applied to the SMG–galaxy cross-correlation. Again
we calculate the autocorrelation for the DM ωDM (θ), by integrat-
ing the power spectrum from HALOFIT using Equation (A6) of
Myers et al. (2007). We fit the observed ω(θ) with a linear scaling
of ωDM(θ) on scales 0.3′–10′ (corresponding to 0.3–10 h−1 Mpc
at z = 2). This linear scaling corresponds to b2G and thus (combined
with the cross-correlation measurement) yields the SMG bias bS .
Finally, we convert bG and bS to Mhalo using the prescription of
Sheth, Mo & Tormen (2001), as described in H11. This character-
istic Mhalo corresponds to the top-hat virial mass (see e.g., Peebles
1993, and references therein), in the simplified case in which all
objects in a given sample reside in haloes of the same mass. This
assumption is justified by the fact (as discussed below in § 4.4) that
SMGs have a very small number density compared to the popu-
lation of similarly-clustered DM haloes, such that it is reasonable
that SMGs may occupy haloes in a relatively narrow range in mass.
We note that this method differs from some prescriptions in the lit-
erature which assume that sources occupy all haloes above some
minimum mass; this is particularly relevant for populations with
high number densities that could exceed the numbers of available
DM haloes over a limited mass range. Given the halo mass func-
tion at z ∼ 2 (e.g., Tinker et al. 2008) the derived minimum mass
is typically a factor of ∼2 lower, for the same clustering amplitude,
than the “average” mass quoted here.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The projected cross-correlation function of the SMG sample with
the IRAC galaxies is shown in Figure 4. We plot the best-fit power-
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Figure 5. The angular autocorrelation function of IRAC galaxies, selected
to match the overlap of the SMGs and galaxies in redshift space. Uncer-
tainties are estimated from bootstrap resampling. The angular correlation
function for DM, evaluated for the redshift distributions of the galaxies, is
shown by the dotted gray line. The power law fit was performed on scales
0.3′–10′ and is shown as the solid line. Both the power law model with
δ = 0.8 and a linear scaling of the DM correlation function provide sat-
isfactory fits to the observed ω(θ). The observed amplitude of the galaxy
autocorrelation yields the absolute bias of the galaxies, which we use to
obtain the absolute bias and DM halo mass of the SMGs.

law model, and show the correlation function of the DM calcu-
lated as in § 3.4, which we fit to the data through a linear scal-
ing. The power-law and linear bias fit parameters are presented
in in Table 1. For SMGs the observed real-space projected cross-
correlation is well-detected on all scales from 0.1–15 h−1 Mpc, and
the power-law fits return γ ∼ 1.8, similar to many previous corre-
lation function measurements for galaxies (e.g., Zehavi et al. 2005;
Coil et al. 2008) and QSOs (e.g., Coil et al. 2007; Ross et al. 2009).
The best-fit parameters for the SMG-galaxy cross-correlation are
r0,SG = 5.3 ± 0.8 h−1 Mpc, γ = 1.7 ± 0.2. If we fix the value
of γ to 1.8, we obtain r0,SG = 5.1± 0.6 h−1 Mpc, corresponding
to a clustering signal that is significant at the > 4σ level, the most
significant measurement of SMG clustering to date. From the fit of
the DM model, we obtain bSbG = 5.83± 1.36.

We next compute the autocorrelation of IRAC galaxies for the
sample described in § 3.2. The observed ω(θ) is shown in Fig. 5,
along with the corresponding power-law fit and scaled correlation
function for DM, calculated as discussed in §3.4. Fit parameters
are given in Table 1. The power-law model fits well on the chosen
scales of 0.3′–10′ . The best-fit power law parameters are r0,GG =
3.3 ± 0.3 and γ = 1.8 ± 0.2, and the best-fit scaled DM model
yields b2G = 2.99± 0.40 or bG = 1.73 ± 0.12.

This accurate value for bG yields bS = 3.37 ± 0.82 for the
SMGs. Converting this to DM halo mass using the prescription
of Sheth, Mo & Tormen (2001) as described in §3.4, we arrive at
log (Mhalo[h

−1 M"]) = 12.8+0.3
−0.5. The corresponding halo mass

for the galaxies is log (Mhalo[h
−1 M"]) = 11.5± 0.2.

For comparison with other studies that attempted to directly
measure the autocorrelation function of SMG, it is useful to present
the SMG clustering in terms of effective power-law parameters for
their autocorrelation. Assuming linear bias, the SMG autocorrela-
tion can be inferred from the cross-correlation by ξSS = ξ2SG/ξGG

(e.g., Coil et al. 2009). Adopting a fixed γ = 1.8 for the SMG-
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Figure 9. SMG-galaxy real-space projected cross-correlation
function using the ALESS sources. Error bars are estimated from
bootstrap resampling. The best fit parameters for this measure-
ment are r0 = 2.4+0.3

�0.4 h
�1 Mpc and � = 2.2+0.3

�0.4 as represented
by the red line. This represents a biased cross-correlation that is
compared with the results from our forward modeling in § 3.4 to
obtain the intrinsic SMG clustering.

random catalog of galaxies (in which all the galaxies are
assumed to have the same redshift as the SMG in ques-
tion) to compute DSRG by counting the SMG-random
pairs in the same transverse bins. Note that we have
used NS = 1 in eqn. (6), since we are considering only
one SMG each time. We compute the ratio between the
two mentioned quantities (NR

P
i ciDSDG/DSRG), and

repeat the same procedure for each SMG in our catalog.
Finally, we sum this ratio up for all the SMGs, and sub-
tract the term

P
i,j ci,j , to obtain the !(R) value which

is shown in Fig. 9.
To estimate the errors on this measurement, we fol-

low the same approach as Hickox et al. (2012) which
is based on a bootstrap technique to re-sample either
sub-volumes of the survey and individual sources within
sub-volumes. For that, we split our survey volume into
eight sub-volumes, and re-sample the data by select-
ing all the SMGs from 24 randomly chosen sub-volumes
(with replacement). To include Poisson noise, we also
randomly choose SMGs (with replacement) from the 24
sub-volumes to create a sample with the same size as the
parent sample. From this sample, we compute the real-
space projected SMG-galaxy cross-correlation function
!(R) using eqn. (6). We perform 100 realizations and
we compute the standard deviation of the distribution of
the !(R) values obtained from each realization.
We fit the SMG-galaxy cross-correlation measurement

with the function given in eqn. (5), using a maximum
likelihood estimator. We find that the best fitted cross-
correlation parameters and their corresponding 68% con-
fidence regions are given by r0 = 2.4+0.6

�0.7 h
�1 Mpc and

� = 2.2+0.3
�0.4 which is plotted as a red line in Fig. 9. We

also compute the 1� and 2� 2D confidence regions for
these parameters, shown in Fig. 10. We recall that this
represents a biased cross-correlation measurement that
is compared with the results from our forward modeling
in § 3.4 to obtain the intrinsic SMG clustering.
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Figure 10. 1� (blue) and 2� (red) 2D confidence regions of the
r0 and � parameters, determined using a maximum likelihood
estimator. The white cross shows the best estimation of the
paramters.

Note that 44% of SMGs used in the clustering analy-
sis lack spectroscopic redshifts. For the computation of
!(R) we have instead used their photometric redshifts
which are naturally associated with larger uncertainties.
Hickox et al. (2012) explored the impact of SMG photo-
metric redshift errors on the measured clustering and find
that this may decrease the amplitude of the clustering by
at most 10%. Considering that this is smaller than the
errors associated with our measurement, we have simply
ignored this e↵ect.
Finally, we caution that we do not include the inte-

gral constraint correction (Groth & Peebles 1977; Pee-
bles 1980) in our measurement. However, given that we
compare the clustering of the ALESS sample with the
clustering obtained from our mock catalogs (which would
be a↵ected by similar integral constraint corrections), we
can avoid performing this correction as long as this is also
not implemented when computing the clustering using
our mock catalogs.

4.2. SMG Clustering from the Mock Catalogs

We use our mock SMG catalogs created as described
in § 3, to select SMGs over the redshift range 1 < z < 3,
and compute the SMG-galaxy cross-correlation function
following the same procedure described in § 4.1. For this
computation, we use a mock IRAC galaxy sample, se-
lected from the dark matter halo catalog of the SIDES
simulation. Specifically, we selected all the halos in the
redshift range 0.5 < z < 3.5 with a minimum mass
Mmin

halo � 2.44⇥ 1011 M�. This minimum halo mass value
was chosen such that the median of the halo mass dis-
tribution of the mock IRAC galaxy sample matches with
the dark matter halo mass of the IRAC-selected galax-
ies used in this study, which was previously derived by
Hickox et al. (2012)15.
We checked that the redshift distribution and number

counts of the mock and the actual IRAC galaxy samples
are in good agreement. To model the redshift PDF of the
mock IRAC galaxies, we assume a Gaussian PDF with
� = 0.1(1 + z) which is the typical uncertainty of the

15 Based on the auto-correlation function of the IRAC-selected
galaxies, Hickox et al. (2012) derived a dark matter halo mass of
log(Mhalo [h�1 M�]) = 11.5± 0.2 for these galaxies.

(Garcia-Vergara et al. 2020)

(Hickox et al. 2012)
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faint sources corresponding to far fainter far-IR luminosities, char-
acteristic of typical z ∼ 2 star-forming galaxies rather than the
powerful, luminous starbursts that are conventionally referred to as
SMGs in the literature.

4.3 Progenitors and descendants of SMGs

Our improved clustering measurement allows us to place SMGs
in the context of the cosmological history of star formation and
growth of DM structures. Because the clustering amplitude of dark
matter haloes and their evolution with redshift are directly predicted
by simulations and analytic theory, we can use the observed clus-
tering to connect the SMG populations to their descendants and
progenitors, estimate lifetimes, and constrain starburst triggering
mechanisms.

We first compare the clustering amplitude of SMGs with other
galaxy populations over a range of redshifts1. Figure 6b shows the
approximate ranges of measurements of r0 for a variety of galaxy
and AGN populations. We also show the evolution of r0 with red-
shift for DM haloes of different masses, determined by fitting a
power law with γ = 1.8 to the DM correlation function output by
HALOFIT. Finally, we show the observed r0 for the current SMG
sample, along with the expected evolution in r0 for haloes that
have the observed Mhalo for SMGs at z = 2, calculated using
the median growth rate of haloes as a function of Mhalo and z
(Fakhouri, Ma & Boylan-Kolchin 2010)2.

Figure 6b shows that while the DM halo mass for the SMGs
will increase with time from z ∼ 2 to z = 0, the observed r0
stays essentially constant, meaning that the progenitors and descen-
dants of SMGs will be populations with similar clustering ampli-
tudes. Our measurement of r0 shows that the clustering of SMGs
is consistent with optically-selected QSOs (e.g., Croom et al.
2005; Myers et al. 2006; da Ângela et al. 2008; Ross et al. 2009).
SMGs are more strongly clustered than the typical star-forming
galaxy populations at all redshifts (e.g. Adelberger et al. 2005;
Gilli et al. 2007; Hickox et al. 2009; Zehavi et al. 2011), and are
clustered similarly or weaker than massive, passive systems (e.g.,
Quadri et al. 2007, 2008; Wake et al. 2008b; Blanc et al. 2008;
Kim et al. 2011; Zehavi et al. 2011). The clustering results indicate
that SMGs will likely evolve into the most massive, luminous early
type galaxies at low redshift. We note that the descendants of typi-
cal SMGs are not likely to reside in massive clusters at z = 0, but
into moderate- to high-mass groups of ∼ a few ×1013 h−1 M#.
Although some SMGs could evolve into massive cluster galaxies,
the observed clustering suggests that most will end up in less mas-
sive systems.

A schematic picture of the evolution of SMGs is
shown in Figure 7, which shows evolution in the mass of
haloes with redshift as traced by their median growth rate
(Fakhouri, Ma & Boylan-Kolchin 2010). The typical progenitors
of SMGs would have Mhalo ∼ 1012 h−1 M# at z ∼ 5, which cor-
responds to the host haloes of bright LBGs at those redshifts (e.g.,
Hamana et al. 2004; Lee et al. 2006). At low redshift, the SMG
descendants will have Mhalo = (0.6–5) × 1013 h−1 M#. Halo
occupation distribution fits to galaxy clustering suggest that these
haloes host galaxies with luminosities L ∼ 2–3L∗ (Zehavi et al.

1 Myers et al. (2006) and Ross et al. (2009) determine r0 from QSOs as-
suming a power law correlation function with γ = 2. To estimate r0 for
γ = 1.8, we multiply the quoted values by 0.8, appropriate for fits over the
range 1 ! R ! 100 h−1 Mpc.
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Figure 6. (a) Our new measurement of the autocorrelation length r0 for
SMGs, compared to previous results using samples with similar ∼850 µm
flux limits. The two sets of error bars on the Webb et al. (2003) measure-
ment indicate statistical (±3 h−1 Mpc) and systematic (±3 h−1 Mpc) un-
certainties separately. On the Blain et al. (2004) measurement, the smaller
errors represent the uncertainties quoted by the authors, while the larger
errors account for angular clustering and redshift spikes as estimated by
Adelberger (2005). Our results are consistent with previous measurements
and represent a significant improvement in precision. (b) Our measure-
ment of the autocorrelation length r0 of SMGs, compared to the approxi-
mate r0 (with associated measurement uncertainties) for a variety of galaxy
and AGN populations: optically-selected SDSS QSOs at 0 < z < 3
(Myers et al. 2006; Ross et al. 2009), Lyman-break galaxies (LBGs) at
1.5 ! z ! 3.5 (Adelberger et al. 2005), MIPS 24 µm-selected star-forming
galaxies at 0 < z < 1.4 (Gilli et al. 2007), typical red and blue galax-
ies at 0.25 ! z ! 1 from the AGES (Hickox et al. 2009) and DEEP2
(Coil et al. 2008) spectroscopic surveys, luminous red galaxies (LRGs) at
0 < z < 0.7 (Wake et al. 2008b), and optically-selected galaxy clusters at
0.1 < z < 0.3 (Estrada, Sefusatti & Frieman 2009). In addition, we show
the full range of r0 for low-redshift galaxies with r-band luminosities in the
range 1.5 to 3.5 L∗, derived from the luminosity dependence of clustering
presented by Zehavi et al. (2011); these luminous galaxies are primarily el-
lipticals, as discussed in § 4.3. Dotted lines show r0 versus redshift for DM
haloes of different masses. The thick solid line shows the expected evolu-
tion in r0, accounting for the increase in mass of the halo, for a halo with
mass corresponding to the best-fit estimate for SMGs at z = 2. The results
indicate that SMGs are clustered similarly to QSOs at z ∼ 2 and can be
expected to evolve into luminous elliptical galaxies in the local Universe.
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How can we interpret all these results?

Correlation length values for different 
populations at different redshifts. 

How can we interpret the evolution of r0 
with redshift for the different populations? 

Coherent evolutionary scenario?  

Next class
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faint sources corresponding to far fainter far-IR luminosities, char-
acteristic of typical z ∼ 2 star-forming galaxies rather than the
powerful, luminous starbursts that are conventionally referred to as
SMGs in the literature.

4.3 Progenitors and descendants of SMGs

Our improved clustering measurement allows us to place SMGs
in the context of the cosmological history of star formation and
growth of DM structures. Because the clustering amplitude of dark
matter haloes and their evolution with redshift are directly predicted
by simulations and analytic theory, we can use the observed clus-
tering to connect the SMG populations to their descendants and
progenitors, estimate lifetimes, and constrain starburst triggering
mechanisms.

We first compare the clustering amplitude of SMGs with other
galaxy populations over a range of redshifts1. Figure 6b shows the
approximate ranges of measurements of r0 for a variety of galaxy
and AGN populations. We also show the evolution of r0 with red-
shift for DM haloes of different masses, determined by fitting a
power law with γ = 1.8 to the DM correlation function output by
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have the observed Mhalo for SMGs at z = 2, calculated using
the median growth rate of haloes as a function of Mhalo and z
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clustered similarly or weaker than massive, passive systems (e.g.,
Quadri et al. 2007, 2008; Wake et al. 2008b; Blanc et al. 2008;
Kim et al. 2011; Zehavi et al. 2011). The clustering results indicate
that SMGs will likely evolve into the most massive, luminous early
type galaxies at low redshift. We note that the descendants of typi-
cal SMGs are not likely to reside in massive clusters at z = 0, but
into moderate- to high-mass groups of ∼ a few ×1013 h−1 M#.
Although some SMGs could evolve into massive cluster galaxies,
the observed clustering suggests that most will end up in less mas-
sive systems.

A schematic picture of the evolution of SMGs is
shown in Figure 7, which shows evolution in the mass of
haloes with redshift as traced by their median growth rate
(Fakhouri, Ma & Boylan-Kolchin 2010). The typical progenitors
of SMGs would have Mhalo ∼ 1012 h−1 M# at z ∼ 5, which cor-
responds to the host haloes of bright LBGs at those redshifts (e.g.,
Hamana et al. 2004; Lee et al. 2006). At low redshift, the SMG
descendants will have Mhalo = (0.6–5) × 1013 h−1 M#. Halo
occupation distribution fits to galaxy clustering suggest that these
haloes host galaxies with luminosities L ∼ 2–3L∗ (Zehavi et al.

1 Myers et al. (2006) and Ross et al. (2009) determine r0 from QSOs as-
suming a power law correlation function with γ = 2. To estimate r0 for
γ = 1.8, we multiply the quoted values by 0.8, appropriate for fits over the
range 1 ! R ! 100 h−1 Mpc.
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Figure 6. (a) Our new measurement of the autocorrelation length r0 for
SMGs, compared to previous results using samples with similar ∼850 µm
flux limits. The two sets of error bars on the Webb et al. (2003) measure-
ment indicate statistical (±3 h−1 Mpc) and systematic (±3 h−1 Mpc) un-
certainties separately. On the Blain et al. (2004) measurement, the smaller
errors represent the uncertainties quoted by the authors, while the larger
errors account for angular clustering and redshift spikes as estimated by
Adelberger (2005). Our results are consistent with previous measurements
and represent a significant improvement in precision. (b) Our measure-
ment of the autocorrelation length r0 of SMGs, compared to the approxi-
mate r0 (with associated measurement uncertainties) for a variety of galaxy
and AGN populations: optically-selected SDSS QSOs at 0 < z < 3
(Myers et al. 2006; Ross et al. 2009), Lyman-break galaxies (LBGs) at
1.5 ! z ! 3.5 (Adelberger et al. 2005), MIPS 24 µm-selected star-forming
galaxies at 0 < z < 1.4 (Gilli et al. 2007), typical red and blue galax-
ies at 0.25 ! z ! 1 from the AGES (Hickox et al. 2009) and DEEP2
(Coil et al. 2008) spectroscopic surveys, luminous red galaxies (LRGs) at
0 < z < 0.7 (Wake et al. 2008b), and optically-selected galaxy clusters at
0.1 < z < 0.3 (Estrada, Sefusatti & Frieman 2009). In addition, we show
the full range of r0 for low-redshift galaxies with r-band luminosities in the
range 1.5 to 3.5 L∗, derived from the luminosity dependence of clustering
presented by Zehavi et al. (2011); these luminous galaxies are primarily el-
lipticals, as discussed in § 4.3. Dotted lines show r0 versus redshift for DM
haloes of different masses. The thick solid line shows the expected evolu-
tion in r0, accounting for the increase in mass of the halo, for a halo with
mass corresponding to the best-fit estimate for SMGs at z = 2. The results
indicate that SMGs are clustered similarly to QSOs at z ∼ 2 and can be
expected to evolve into luminous elliptical galaxies in the local Universe.
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Take home message

We have observed that in the local universe galaxies that are more luminous, early type, 
bulge-dominated, optically red, higher stellar mass and lower SFRs are more clustered 
than the less luminous, late type, disk-dominated, optically blue, lower stellar mass, 
higher SFRs.

At higher redshift we can explore the clustering of other populations such as Active galactic nuclei 
(AGNs), quasars, Lyman break galaxies, submillimeter galaxies, Star forming galaxies, AGNs, etc. 

Large surveys of sources are required to perform accurate measurements of clustering.

Against of the intuitive expectation in which the clustering of a population would increase with 
time, we observe that some population are equally clustered over long times and some of them 
decrease their clustering with time.

Clustering measurements of different populations and at different wavelengths, may provide a 
complete understanding of galaxy evolution.


